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The RCP Barnett Shale Project, sponsored by EOG Resources Inc., returns to 
the North Texas shale gas play that began the North American unconventional energy 
revolution.  The project focuses on the paramount factor affecting the productivity of 
horizontal wells in the Barnett Shale: the reservoir’s ability to conduct hydrocarbons 
when hydraulically stimulated.  The study area is a natural gas producing area of the 
Barnett Shale in the Fort Worth Basin of North Texas.  To facilitate this project, EOG 
provided RCP with electric well logs, 3D P-wave seismic, microseismic, and engineering 
data from the area of the Barnett Merge 1 seismic survey under the terms of a 
confidentiality agreement.  In compliance with that agreement, certain information, such 
as the names and locations of wells, seismic survey coordinates, specific engineering 
practices, and production volumes will not be disclosed.   
 The objective of this investigation was to evaluate the utility of seismic attributes 
in detecting geologic heterogeneities likely to influence the occurrence of sweet spots in 
the Barnett Shale gas reservoir within the study area.  Emphasis was placed on the 
detection of changing stress conditions and natural fractures.  Azimuthal interval 
velocity analysis was found to be an effective tool for the detection of changing stress 
fields.  The analysis of azimuthal amplitude data suggests that it can be used to map 
changes in azimuthal anisotropy with higher spatial resolution than azimuthal velocities.  
Based on the examination of incoherence, curvature, and azimuthal velocity attributes, 
the structural control on local stress variations and fracture trends is interpreted to be 
the occurrence of polygonal fault systems influenced by transpressional tectonic forces. 
The same combination of attributes can be leveraged to improve the indirect detection 
of natural fractures. Multiple attribute statistical analysis confirmed relationships 
between several attributes and productivity and highlighted the importance of 
accounting for production variability due to changing completion practices, but the 
construction of a multivariate statistical model assessing productivity in the study area 
was deemed intractable.  Attributes can be examined concurrently to identify areas 
where conditions are favorable for the creation of complex fracture networks and to 
identify portions of existing wellbores where refracturing may contact reservoir 
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CHAPTER 1  
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND AVALIABLE DATA 
 
This research was conducted as part of the Reservoir Characterization Project 
(RCP) using data provided by EOG Resources Inc. (EOG). The RCP is an industry 
funded research consortium operating within the Geophysics Department at the 
Colorado School of Mines.  The consortium seeks to develop and implement 
technologies and methods intended to improve the performance of hydrocarbon 
reservoirs by employing an approach emphasizing the integration of geophysical 
techniques with geological and petroleum engineering knowledge.  EOG is an 
independent petroleum exploration and development company with a substantive 
portfolio of shale oil and gas assets in North America.  EOG provided the RCP with 
electric well logs, 3D seismic, microseismic, and engineering data from the area of the 
Barnett Merge 1 Merge seismic survey under the terms of a confidentiality agreement.  
In compliance with that agreement, certain information, such as the names and 
locations of wells, seismic survey coordinates, specific engineering practices, and 
production volumes will not be disclosed.   
 
1.1 Research Objectives 
 Production from tight, mature source rocks like the Barnett Shale is strongly 
dependent on the ability to enhance permeability through hydraulic stimulation (Bowker, 
2007; Fisher et al., 2004; Goodway et al., 2010; Guo, 2013; Simon, 2005; Varga et al., 
2012).  This ability is determined by the stress state surrounding the wellbore, the 
presence of natural fractures, the integrity of barriers to fracture height growth above 
and below the target interval, and the inherent ability of the rock to produce complex 
fracture networks. Fisher et al. (2004) demonstrated a correlation between the total 
length of the fracture network created by hydraulic stimulation and natural gas 
production from the Barnett Shale.  Goodway et al. (2010) explained the relationship 
between the products of isotropic inversion and the inherent ability of a gas shale 
reservoir to fracture in a complex manner. Varga et al. (2012) showed that these 
properties could be tied to production outcomes, and Bowker (2007) described the 
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importance of the barriers to fracture stimulation to avoiding the preferential production 
of water from Barnett Shale gas wells.  
 This research utilized several seismic data analysis methods to detect lateral 
variability in these properties within the Barnett Shale target interval.  Changes in 
azimuthal anisotropy were mapped by analyzing the variation of velocities (Ruger, 1998; 
Jenner, 2001; Simon, 2005) and amplitudes (Lynn, 2014) with azimuth.  Compositional 
changes likely to influence the rock’s ability to produce complex fracture networks 
during hydraulic stimulation were identified using the output of a model-based 
impedance inversion (Russell, 1988; Goodway et al., 2010) and through the statistical 
prediction of well log properties from seismic attributes (Russell et al., 1997).   
 Inferences based on each seismic data analysis method were compared to well 
logs, pressure tests, and microseismic data to confirm relationships between the 
seismic data and the geological properties relating to the effectiveness of hydraulic 
fracture simulation.  This work identified several important relationships between the 
seismic data and physical properties. Comparison of azimuthal velocities to leak-off test 
measurements and microseismic event trends indicated a consistent direct linear 
relationship between velocities, the magnitude of the least principal stress, and the 
direction of maximum principal stress orientation.  Phenomena that disrupt this 
relationship were identified, including possible diagenetic trends and proximity to faults.  
Variations in amplitude with azimuth showed greater sensitivity to direction dependent 
changes in the compliance of the target formation.  These changes are attributable 
either to stress field changes occurring at scales and magnitudes not observable 
through velocity analysis or to the occurrence of natural fractures. Variations in physical 
properties identified by post-stack inversion products also have an impact on induced 
fracturing efforts. Several operational recommendations are made to exploit the 
relationships between azimuthal seismic attributes and the stress field. 
 These observations were leveraged to construct multi-attribute statistical models 
designed to predict natural gas estimated ultimate recovery (EUR) and initial production 
rate (IP).  These models provide an assessment of relative production outcomes that 
may occur in undeveloped portions of the study area.  Different sets of seismic 
attributes correlated to EUR and to IP suggest the geological factors influencing the 
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occurrence of higher initial flow rates and long term production volumes are not the 
same.  The models, combined with insight gained from the interpretation of individual 
attributes, enable assessment of undeveloped acreage but exhibit high prediction and 
validation errors that suggest they cannot predict production outcomes.   
 
1.2 Available Data & Analytic Tools 
The data provided by EOG for this project includes pre-stack and post-stack 
seismic data, velocity anisotropy analysis volumes, post-stack inversion products, well 
logs, leak-off test data, production data, and microseismic surveys (Table 1.1).  The 
deviated well bores of 133 producing wells were provided by EOG.  Of those, fifty-seven 
are within the study area and include production data for the target interval within the 
lower Barnett.  Production data includes EUR volumes and initial production (IP) rates 
for water, oil, and gas.  Most of these wells were completed and began producing 
between 2005 and 2008.  Instantaneous shut-in pressures recorded for each treatment 
stage both before and after hydraulic stimulation for many of these wells were also 
available for analysis.  Stimulation design parameters and wellbore steering reports 
were also provided but cannot be publically released. Logged wells are well distributed 
throughout the study area.  Seven microseismic surveys were also recorded with 
different geometries and for different targets (Table 1.2, Figure 1.1).  Well logs, leak-off 
tests, and microseismic surveys are used to support inferences made connecting 
seismic data to geological phenomena.   
Multiple analytic tools were employed in the analysis of these data.  Petra™ was 
used for well log analysis and well top picking, Kingdom™ for well to seismic ties and 
horizon mapping, Transform™ 4.1 for 3D visual display, and a combination of 
Transform™ 4.1 and Surfer™ for the co-rendering of geophysical and engineering data.  
Prediction of well log properties from seismic data was performed in Transform 4.1 and 
tested in Crystal™.  Pre-stack data conditioning and sectoring utilized Hampson-
Russell™ 9.2.  Amplitude responses to transversely isotropic media were modelled 
using the CREWES Zoeppritz Explorer applet.  Analysis of variations in amplitude with 
source-receiver azimuth and offset were conducted in MATLAB.  Statistical analysis of 





Table 1.1: Details regarding the available data are listed. *IWAVO refers to ION 




West I Merge Gathers Merged, NMO corrected pre-stack offset gathers
West I Merge Post-Stack 
Image Merged, Finite Difference Migrated Image
Anisotropic Velocity 
Volumes
Vfast (RMS and interval), Vfast-Vslow (RMS and 
interval),  Vfast Azimuth (RMS/interval), Vfast Error 
AVO Analysis Volumes IWAVO* Gradient, IWAVO Intercept, Pseudo Shear Reflectivity
Post-Stack Inversion 
Products
Acoustic Impedance, Shear Impedeance, LambdaRho, 
MuRho, Vp/Vs, Poisson's Ratio
Data Details
P-wave Sonic Compressional wave time delay: 31 wells
S-wave Sonic Shear wave time delay: 9 wells
Gamma Ray 71 wells 
Bulk Density 71 wells 
Density Porosity 71 wells 
Neutron Porosity 71 wells 
Deep Resistivity Array induced resistivity, 90 in. deep: 80 wells
Derived Logs described in chapters when relevant
Data Details
Pre-Frac ISIP Instantaneous Shut-off Pressure, before stimulation
Pre-Frac ISIP Gradient Pre-frac ISIP divided by total depth
Post-Frac ISIP Instantaneous Shut-off Pressure, after stimulation
Post-Frac ISIP Gradient Post-frac ISIP divided by total depth
Data Details
Estimate Ultimate Recovery 57 Barnett Wells: EUR for oil, gas, and water
Initial Production 57 Barentt Wells: IP for oil, gas, and water
Treated Lateral Feet Calculated for 49 Barnett Wells
Data Details
Downhole Surveys see Table 1.2, Figure 1.1
SEISMIC DATA







Figure 1.1. The location and designation of downhole microseismic surveys in the study 
area is mapped on a gray-level co-occurrence attribute base map.  The co-occurrence 
attribute highlights faults and karsts and is included to assist in the recognition of the 




Table 1.2: The treated interval (target), number of stages recorded, tool string location 
by formation and tool string orientation for each survey are listed.  Formation 
abbreviations are Marble Falls (MBFL), Barnett (BRNT), and Ellenburger (ELBG). 
 
Survey Target Stages Recorded Toolstring Location
Downhole Tool Orientation
MS 1H BRNT, lower 8 BRNT-ELBG Vertical
MS 2H BRNT, undiff. 7 BRNT Horizontal
MS 3H MBFL 5 BRNT-ELBG Horizontal
MS 4H BRNT, upper 15 BRNT, lower (horz);              MBFL (vert)
Horz. (Stgs 1-10);                   
Vert. (Stgs 11-15)
MS 5H BRNT, undiff. 12 MBFL-ELBG Vertical
MS 1V BRNT, upper & lwr. 3 BRNT Vertical
MS 2V BRNT, lower 2 MBFL Vertical
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CHAPTER 2  
GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND & STUDY AREA 
 
This research evaluates and recommends geophysical methods for predicting 
and improving field development outcomes and for providing insight to inform the design 
of completion operations in a natural gas-rich area of the Barnett Shale in the Fort 
Worth Basin of North Texas (Figure 2.1). 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Map showing the location of the Barnett Shale and its aerial extent in the 
Fort Worth Basin (Gold, 2013). 
 
2.1 The Barnett Shale 
The Barnett Shale is an organic rich, black shale deposited during the 
Mississippian period in the Fort Worth Basin of North Texas. It exhibits a high degree of 
lateral variation in mineral composition and is a prolific source of natural gas, gas 
condensates, and oil. The Fort Worth Basin exhibits strike-slip faulting with a 
compressional component, normal faulting in proximity to older extensional structures, 
and contains karst collapse structures in regions where the underlying Ellenburger 
limestone has been dissolved (Montgomery, 2005). The occurrence of multiple stress 
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regimes in the Fort Worth Basin made the Barnett Shale a fractured reservoir, and the 
degree to which it is fractured often depends on both the occurrence of tectonic 
deformation and on local variations in mineralogy and porosity.   
Natural gas resources for the Barnett Shale are estimated to be 444 trillion cubic 
feet (Tcf) gas originally in place, with 125 Tcf technically recoverable (Browning et al., 
2013).  Exploitation of natural gas resources from the Barnett Shale began in the early 
1980s and has been driven primarily by new technologies developed by operators in the 
Fort Worth Basin to facilitate the extraction of hydrocarbons from mature source rocks. 
These technologies progressed from the hydraulic fracture stimulation of vertical wells 
with cross-linked gel in the 1980s to the use of fresh water or water with a friction 
reducing agent (slick water) stimulations in the late 1990s.  Natural gas production from 
the Barnett began to increase substantially as the refracturing of existing Barnett gas 
wells with fresh and slick water treatment fluids became common in the late 1990s.  
Starting in 2003, the introduction of horizontal drilling to Barnett fields precipitated an 
exponential increase in gas production (Martineau, 2007).  In 2009, typical Barnett 
Shale gas wells were drilled toe up into the lower Barnett with lateral length between 
2000 and 4000 feet and hydraulically fractured over multiple stages with an average 33 
barrels of slick water and 953 lbs. of proppant per lateral foot (LaFollete et al., 2011).  
By 2009, completions in the Barnett Shale had grown from under 200 stimulations in 
1999 completions per year to over 3,750 ten years later.  By 2013, despite a five year 
decline in the number of wells completed annually, the Barnett Shale became the 
largest producing gas field in the United States (Browning et al., 2013).   
Following a sharp drop in natural gas prices in 2008, Barnett Shale drilling 
activity declined rapidly and continuously.  In the past two years, production of natural 
gas fell from its peak average of 5,745 MMcf per day in 2012 to 4,883 MMcf per day in 
the first half of 2014 (Texas Railroad Commission, 2014) (Figure 2.2).  As of June 30, 
2014, cumulative production of dry gas from the Barnett reached 28 Tcf (Texas Railroad 
Commission, 2014).  At the current rate of development, only 45 Tcf out of the potential 
125 Tcf recoverable resource will be extracted by 2050.  However, the Bureau of 
Economic Geology projects that an acceleration of Barnett drilling activity is likely to 
occur if the Henry Hub price for natural gas exceeds $6 per MMBtu in 2011 dollars 
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($6.34 in current dollars) (Browning et al, 2013).  Although the Energy Information 
Agency (EIA) projects that natural gas prices will not reach that price threshold in the 
near or intermediate term (EIA, 2014b), an understanding of the predictive insight 
existing data can contribute to development activities will help facilitate the selection of 
locations if new drilling activity or the refracturing of existing horizontal wells in the 
Barnett Shale is deemed economically viable. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: A plot of the annual change in Barnett Shale production (Texas Railroad 
Commission, 2014) and the thirty day moving average of natural gas spot prices at 
Henry Hub (IEA, 2014a) with dotted lines noting the years key technological innovations 
were introduced (Martineau, 2007).  Significant changes in production occurred with 
both the implementation of new technologies and as a response to changes in natural 
gas prices.   
 
2.2 Tectonic Setting 
The Barnett Shale was deposited in the Fort Worth Basin, a 15,000 square mile 
North-South trending elongate trough formed as a foreland basin by the collision of 
Laurentia and Gondwana during the Paleozoic Ouachita orogeny (Montgomery, 2005).  
Stresses from the orogeny caused the down-warping of the Fort Worth Basin and the 
uplift of its various bounding features.  Continued subsidence from the Late 
Mississippian to the Late Pennsylvanian created accommodation space within the basin, 
facilitating the deposition and burial of the Barnett Shale.  Uplifted structures including 
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the Ouachita thrust and fold belt and reactivated basement features associated with the 
Oklahoma aulacogen created bounding structures that eroded to provide a source of 
siliciclastic sediment for the basin (Pollastro, 2007).   
The Fort Worth Basin is bounded to the east by the Ouachita Belt, to the north by 
the Red River Arch, to the northeast by the Muenster Arch, by the Bend Arch in the 
west, and by the Llano Uplift in the south (Figure 2.3). The axis of the Fort Worth Basin 
follows the Ouachita structural belt which bounds the basin along its eastern margin.  As 
Gondwana continued to compress the basin during the formation of Pangea, its axis 
moved westward (Walper, 1982).  The westward migration of the Fort Worth Basin and 
the sediment loading of the Midland Basin to the west resulted in a north plunging 
flexure, the Bend Arch (Pollastro, 2007).  At the same time, the Llano Uplift, a 
Precambrian dome-shaped structure to the south of the basin, resisted deformation 
(Farrar, 2010).  The Muenster and Red River Arches formed as existing basement-
seated faults were uplifted in response to stress from the Ouachita orogeny.  The 
Barnett shallows gradually against the Bend Arch, Llano Uplift, and the Red River Arch 
but thickens into regions of high accommodation on the basin side of the Muenster Arch 
and Ouachita thrust belt (Montgomery, 2005). 
 
 
Figure 2.3: A map showing the major structural features present in the Fort Worth 
Basin overlaid on a structure map of the Ellenburger Group (Montgomery, 2005). 
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The occurrence of faults with a variety of orientation and dip suggest that the 
large scale tectonic features and existing basement faults present in the basin resulted 
in regional and temporal variations in the stress field and in faulting regime.  Extensive 
northeast trending high angle normal faults and graben structures, east-west oriented 
strike-slip faults, and basement-seated reverse faults are observed throughout the basin 
(Montgomery, 2005; Pollastro, 2007).  In addition to large scale tectonic features, karst 
structures, locally occurring fold and thrust structures, karst collapse structures caused 
by dissolution of the Ellenburger group, and smaller fold structures are present across 
the basin (Pollastro, 2007).   
  
2.3 Stratigraphic Setting 
The Paleozoic sediment filling the Fort Worth Basin can be divided into three 
intervals coinciding with the basin’s tectonic history.  The oldest, deposited on a passive 
continental margin before the Ouachita orogeny, is a Cambrian through Upper 
Ordovician platform consisting of the Wilberns-Wiley, Ellenburger, Simpson, and Viola 
Formations.  The second consists of Mississippian sediment deposited concurrent with 
subsidence during the early Ouachita orogeny.  The most recent interval is comprised of 
Pennsylvanian through Lower Cretaceous sediment deposited during more rapid 
subsidence later in the orogeny (Montgomery, 2005).  The stratigraphy of the formations 
likely to affect hydraulic stimulations in the Barnett Shale – the Upper Ordovician, 
Mississippian, and Pennsylvanian Morrowan sediments – is examined further. 
The Barnett Shale is underlain by an angular unconformity along which it 
contacts three northeast dipping Ordovician carbonates: the Viola, Simpson, and 
Ellenburger Formations (Figure 2.4).  In the northeast portion of the Fort Worth Basin, 
the Barnett contacts the Viola Limestone and the Simpson Group.  The Viola is a tight, 
crystalline limestone with very little secondary porosity.  The rocks of the Simpson 
Group are similarly tight limestone and dolomitic limestone (Montgomery, 2005).  The 
Viola and Simpson are only present in relative proximity to the Muenster Arch and sub-
crop to the southwest (Figure 2.5).  The Ellenburger Group is continuous throughout the 
basin and contacts the Barnett where the Viola and Simpson are not present.  The 
Ellenburger was sub-aerially exposed during a significant drop in sea level.  During this 
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period of exposure, the surfaces of the Ellenburger became heavily karsted and 
developed significant secondary porosity in some areas (Loucks & Ruppel, 2007).   
 
 
Figure 2.4: The stratigraphy of the Fort Worth Basin from its Precambrian basement to 
the Atokan Caddo Limestone is displayed alongside a schematic representation of the 
depositional relationship between the Barnett and its surrounding units (modified from 
Zhao, et al., 2007). 
 
 
Figure 2.5: A map showing the Marble Falls sub-crop and Forestburg pinch-out on a 
contour map of the Barnett Shale isopach from Montgomery (2005).  The Marble Falls 
sub-crop and the Forestburg pinch-out are modified from Zhao et al. (2007) . 
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The Barnett Shale was deposited on top of the Upper Ordovician angular 
unconformity during a first order sea level transgression in Mississippian time.  During 
that time, the Fort Worth Basin was part of a narrow inland seaway between the 
Chappel carbonate shelf to the west and the Caballos-Arkansas island chain to the east.  
Although the Barnett Shale consists primarily of siliceous mudstone with clay to silt 
sized grains, the occurrence of pseudo-periodic second and third order changes in 
eustatic level and availability of sediment from multiple sources introduced variability 
into the sediments deposited to form the Barnett Shale (Loucks & Ruppel, 2007).  
Erosion of the uplifted Red River Arch in the North provided a source of arkosic 
sandstone (Farrar, 2010) while additional siliceous material was shed off the Ouachita 
thrust belt and the Caballos-Arkansas island chain.  Carbonate debris were introduced 
into the Barnett from both the Chappel shelf and from carbonates along the Muenster 
Arch.  Carbonate sources resulted in the deposition of marl and argillaceous lime 
mudstones that inter-bed with siliceous mudstones within the Barnett (Loucks & Ruppel, 
2007).  
In addition to interbedded carbonate sediment and carbonate debris flows, two 
distinct carbonate units are found within the Barnett Shale – the Forestburg and 
Chappel Limestones.  In the northwest portion of the Fort Worth Basin, the Barnett is 
differentiated into the Upper and Lower Barnett by the Forestburg Limestone 
(Montgomery, 2005).  The Forestburg Limestone is a laminated, argillaceous lime 
mudstone with high calcite content and very little (< 4%) porosity (Loucks & Ruppel, 
2007).  The Forestburg pinches out to the southwest, moving away from the Muenster 
Arch (Figure 2.5).  Beyond this pinch-out, the Barnett is undifferentiated.  The Chappel 
Limestone contains pinnacle reefs in the western portions of the Fort Worth Basin. 
These reefs are draped by and inter-finger with the Barnett Shale (Farrar, 2010). 
The Barnett Shale is overlain by the Pennsylvanian Marble Falls Formation.  The 
Marble Falls is divided into a lower and upper unit. The lower unit was deposited during 
a transgression and subsequent regression. It transitions from massive, dark algal 
mounds at its base to a black shale at the top of the unit.  The upper Marble Falls 
consists of clastic sediments in the western Fort Worth Basin and limestones in the east.  
The clastic and carbonate elements inter-finger at a zone that moved westward from the 
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basin axis as sea level rose (Farrar, 2010).  Additional Pennsylvanian and Permian 
sediments were deposited during the Ouachita orogeny, followed by a period of erosion 
or non-deposition during Triassic and Jurassic time, and resumed sedimentation during 
early time Cretaceous (Montgomery, 2005).   
 
2.4 The Barnett Shale Play 
The Barnett Shale is a tight, continuous hydrocarbon accumulation that acts as 
its own source, reservoir, and seal (Pollastro, 2007).  Because of the need to 
hydraulically stimulate the reservoir to produce economic volumes of oil, gas 
condensate, and dry gas, the important elements of the Barnett Shale play include both 
the reservoir rock and stiffer carbonate units within, above, and below the Barnett, 
which may act as barriers to hydraulic stimulation treatments. 
 
2.4.1 The Barnett Shale Reservoir 
The Barnett Shale is a mature source rock with net thicknesses ranging between 
100 and 700 feet, between four and six percent porosity, and permeabilities in the 100 
nano-darcy  range.  Organic material in the Barnett yields vitrinite reflectance values 
between 0.85 and 2.1 within the Fort Worth Basin, suggesting that thermal maturity 
windows for oil, gas condensate, and natural gas are present.  Due to the location of the 
data in this investigation (see Section 2.5), the properties of the gas charged portion of 
the Barnett are considered.  Gas in place (GIP) per section for the Barnett ranges 
between 150 and 200 Bcf per section.  Natural gas is stored within the Barnett both in 
pore space (45% of GIP) and absorbed on organic material (55% of GIP).  Total organic 
carbon (TOC) can be anywhere between three and twelve weight percent with an 
average of five percent.  In its gas producing zones, the Barnett is somewhat over-
pressured, with pressure gradients between 0.45 and 0.52 psi/ft (Jarvie, 2012).   
The quality of the Barnett Shale reservoir in terms of its ability to store and 
transmit gas through matrix permeability varies depending on the concentration of TOC 
and the effects of diagenetic processes on porosity.  Organic carbon contributes 
significantly to the volumes of gas in place in the Barnett Shale.  Kerogen within the 
Barnett absorbs gas and contains pore space and throats capable of storing and 
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supporting the diffusion flow of gas.  Larger, elongated pores in organic material also 
improve the deliverability of gas from the matrix (Jarvie, 2012).  Inter-granular pores 
form in organic material as convertible carbon matures to hydrocarbons, is released 
from remaining solid organics, and expands in volume, creating void space in inert 
organic matter.  Nano-porosity in kerogen has been observed with void space 
accounting for up to 30% of the kerogen volume.  Pyrite framboids also create intra-
granular pore space within the Barnett (Loucks et al., 2009).  Bowker (2007) determined 
through core analysis that samples with higher clay content tended to have lower TOC 
and diminished matrix porosity.  He also noted that calcite precipitates tend to occlude 
matrix porosity when introduced into the Barnett.  Enhanced pay quality in the Barnett 
will therefore require enrichment in TOC, lower clay content, and the avoidance of 
calcite precipitates. 
Although the Barnett has significant quantities of gas in place and extraction is 
assisted by the storage and diffusion of gas by organic material, its low permeability 
necessitates the creation of connectivity between pore spaces through natural or 
induced fractures.  As most fractures in the Barnett are sealed with calcite precipitate, 
hydraulic stimulation is necessary to induce fractures and exploit existing natural 
fractures (Bowker, 2007).  The ability to induce connectivity within the reservoir depends 
strongly on both the difference between the maximum and minimum principal stresses 
and on the mineral composition of the rock.  Effective stress will also depend in part on 
the pore pressure, which is lower in the Barnett than in many mature source rocks in the 
gas generation window because of the significant expulsion and migration of gas out of 
the Barnett (Bowker, 2007). The mineral constituents of the Barnett and other important 
gas producing shales are listed along with other important reservoir properties in Table 
2.1  In general, the Barnett’s lower permeability, pressure gradient, and carbonate 
content make it more difficult to induce complex fractures in the Barnett than the 
Haynesville, Eagle Ford, and Montney.  Variability in silica and clay content mean that 
the intrinsic ability of the rock to fracture in a complex manner will not be consistent 
throughout the basin.  Clay will tend to resist brittle deformation while silica will make 
the rock more conducive to shear failure (Goodway et al., 2010).  Lateral and 
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stratigraphic variations in mineral composition and differential stress are an important 
control on the effectiveness of the Barnett as a producing gas reservoir.  
 
Table 2.1: Reservoir properties for the Barnett Shales can be compared with several 
other important North American gas producing shale reservoirs (Jarvie, 2012). †Values 
modified to reflect distribution within the study area that differed from Jarvie, 2012. 
 
 
2.4.2 Barriers to Fracture Stimulation  
Mechanical stratigraphy influences the height growth of fractures induced 
through hydraulic stimulation.  Stiffer layers will resist fracture dilation and will 
experience higher tectonic stresses than compliant rocks.  Layers with a high Poisson’s 
ratio will distribute more of the overburden force laterally, resulting in a smaller 
differential between treatment pressure and the minimum horizontal stress (Maxwell, 
2014).  The tight, crystalline Forestburg, Viola, and Simpson limestones can act as 
competent barriers to the height growth of induced fractures (Bowker, 2007). Ductile, 
clay rich layers within the Barnett will also accommodate less fracturing and may slow 
the vertical propagation of fractures. Where the tight limestone barrier units are not 
present or are too thin to act as barriers, induced fractures may grow into the water-
saturated Ellenburger Formation, resulting in the preferential production of water over 
hydrocarbons.  Changes in Ellenburger facies and the degree of carbonate dissolution 
and karsting along the Ordovician unconformity will make some areas more susceptible 
Properties Barnett Marcellus Haynesville Eagle Ford Montney
Net Thickness (ft) 100 - 700 (300) 50 - 350 (150) 200 - 300 (260) 150 - 300 350
Porosity (%) 4 - 6 (5) 4 - 12 (6.2) 4 - 14 (8.3) 6 - 14 4 - 6
Gas Filled Porosity (%) 5 4 6 4.5 3.5
Free Gas (%) 45 55 25 75 90
Absorbed Gas (%) 55 45 75 25 10
GIP (Bcf/section) 150 - 200 130 190 20 - 223 10 - 110
R0 0.85 - 2.1 (1.6) 0.9 - 5.0 (1.5) 1.2 - 2.4 (1.5) 0.8 - 1.6 (1.2) 0.9 - 2.5 (1.6)
TOC (W%) 3 - 12 (3.74) 2 - 13 (4) 0.5 - 4.0 (3) 2 - 8.5 (2.76) 0.2 - 11.0 (1.95)
Pressure Grad. (psi/ft) 0.45 - 0.52† 0.61 0.8 0.49 0.45
Permeability (nD) 0 - 100 (50) 0 - 70 (20) 0 - 5000 (350) 700 - 3000 (1000) 5 - 75 (30)
Silica (W%) 30 - 60 (45)† 37 30 15 40
Carbonate (W%) 15 25 20 60 30
Clay (W%) 15-40 (25) † 35 30 15 15
IP (Mcf/day) 1 - 17 (1.5) 2.5 - 27 (3) 5 - 25 (8.4) 5.0 - 17.0 1.5 - 6 (3.3)
First Year Decline (%) 64 64 77 70 54
Avg. EUR (bcfe, horizontal well) 1.7 3.7 5.8 5.5 3.4
TD to Gas Target (ft) 6500 - 8000 4000 - 8500 10,500 - 13,500 4000 - 10,000 3600 - 9000
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to downward fracture propagation resulting in the production of formation water from the 
Ellenburger. 
 
2.5 The Study Area 
The study area is located within Parker, Palo Pinto, and Jack counties in North 
Texas.  The Viola and Simpson Limestones are not present in the study area and the 
Forestburg pinches out within its boundaries (Figure 2.6a).  The Lower Barnett ranges 
in thickness between two hundred and two hundred and fifty feet, with thicker section 
above karst collapse structures. Examination of the vitrine reflectance contours from 
Montgomery et al. (2005) suggests that vitrinite reflectance values between 0.9 and 1.1 
in the study area (Figure 2.6b).  Production history in the Barnett Shale indicates that 
these values correspond to both a dry gas and wet gas producing reservoir.  This study 
will be limited to the gas producing reservoir to constrain the scope of the project. 
 
 
Figure 2.6: (a) The red box marks the approximate location of the study area in a 
structural and stratigraphic context.  (b) The study area falls within thermal maturity 
windows corresponding to both dry gas and gas condensate (wet gas).  Maturity 
windows are based on observations from Zhao et al. (2007). The background map is 
from Montgomery et al. (2005). 
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The boundaries of the study area were defined through the selection of a 144 
square mile area extracted from a 238 square mile merged seismic survey.  The study 
area corresponds to the portion of the merged survey where well log and production 
data is concentrated (Figure 2.7).  The type log for the study area shows the typical 
characteristics of key well logs (Figure 2.8, location in Figure 2.7).  The top of Barnett is 
marked by an increase in Gamma ray. A drop in density and neutron porosity defines 
Forestburg Limestone interval.  Most well logs in the study area record 10 to 20 feet of 
Forestburg section.  The lower Barnett is interpreted from a sharp increase in resistivity 
and porosity coincident with an increase in Gamma ray readings. The base of Barnett is 
interpreted where Gamma ray and resistivity decrease markedly.  A derived weight 
percent TOC (WTOC), effective porosity (PHIE), and closure stress (Shmin/ft) are 
included to track factors that have a significant influence on pay quality and producibility.   
The location of the study area in a regional stratigraphic setting and degree of 
lateral variation can be inferred by comparing Gamma ray logs between wells (Figure 
2.9). In the section A-A’, the westward pinch-out of the Forestburg Formation is 
observed.  A change in the Lower Marble Falls unit, directly above the top Barnett pick 
exhibits carbonate enrichment towards the east and west, consistent with the location of 
carbonate sediment sources at the Muenster Arch and Chappel platform.  In both A-A’ 
and B-B’, the changing character of the Ellenburger group suggests that different facies 
occur across the dipping beds below the Ordovician unconformity.  Facies changes in 
the Marble Falls and Ellenburger may affect their integrity as barriers to hydraulic 
stimulation.  Lateral changes in Gamma ray readings within the Lower Barnett indicate 
the degree of clay and/or TOC enrichment within the Barnett is also variable. 
Major structures in the study area include oblique lateral faults, grabens, and 
karst collapse structures (Figure 2.10). Faults that are presently or were previously 
communicative are likely to have provided pathways for mineral saturated water 
traveling from the Ellenburger into the Barnett which can precipitate minerals that 
cement fractures and pores. Karst structures may also produce fractures (Bowker, 
2007).  Both faults and karst structures are likely to be hazardous for drilling and 
completion operations as they may provide conduits along which drilling and treatment 










Figure 2.7: The extent of the study area was selected as a 144 sq. mile section of a 
larger merged seismic data set where production and well log data is most concentrated.  
Delineation wells are vertical and horizontal pilot wells were used later for well-seismic 










Figure 2.8: The type log for the study area shows the typical characteristics of key well 
logs.  Vertical track line spacing is 10 feet. Curve names are assigned abbreviations: 
Gamma ray (GR), caliper (CALI), density porosity (DPHI), neutron porosity (NPHI), 
deep resistivity (AT_90), weight percent TOC (WTOC), closure stress (Shmin/ft), and 




Figure 2.9: Two well log cross-sections are shown illustrating lateral variability in the Lower Marble Falls, Barnett, and 
Ellenburger intervals.  Inter-well interpolation is constrained between condensed sections and colored to highlight 










Figure 2.10: The time structure at the base of the Barnett is mapped with 10 ms 
contours.  Irregular contours and deep, rounded depressions are indicative of karsted 
surfaces.  Red lines mark interpreted faults.  Major structures in the study area include 
oblique lateral faults, grabens, and karst collapse structures. East-west trending faults 
are oblique left-lateral while several down-dropped blocks are bounded by northeast 
trending normal faults.  A north-south trending graben is observed in the northeastern 








CHAPTER 3  
SEISMIC PROCESSING AND HORIZON MAPPING 
 
The seismic data used in this research were acquired by four seismic acquisition 
companies in 2005 and 2006, merged into a single survey hereafter referred to as 
Barnett Merge 1, and processed by ION Geophysical in 2008.  Processing included the 
creation of a post-stack image volume from the merged surveys, volumes recording the 
azimuthal variation of velocity, intercept and gradient volumes from isotropic wavelet-
based amplitude variation with offset (AVO) analysis, and post-stack inversions for 
various physical properties. The post-stack seismic was tied to synthetic seismograms 
calculated from well logs, important horizons interpreted, and a time-depth conversion 
model constructed to aid in the comparison of well to seismic data.   
 
3.1 Seismic Acquisition & Processing 
The seismic surveys merged into Barnett Merge 1 were acquired by four different 
acquisition companies in 2005 and 2006.  Each survey was acquired using sets of 
62,500 pound vibrators operating the same sweep frequencies, durations, and number 
of stacked sweeps per source point.  Receiver and source line and station spacing were 
also duplicated between surveys.  With the exception of Survey II, receiver lines were 
oriented north-south and source lines east-west (Table 3.1). Each survey overlapped 
with adjacent surveys to avoid artifacts at their boundaries and facilitate phase matching 
(Figure 3.1).  In processing, the surveys were re-binned with north-south cross-lines and 
east-west in-lines.  Refraction statics were applied to correct arrival time differences 
within each survey caused by topographic variations. Differences in the character of the 
vibroseis source, near surface conditions, and surface conditions affecting the coupling 
of the vibroseis pad with the surface resulted in phase differences and time shifts 
between the acquired surveys.  Time-shifts and phase rotations were applied to match 
reflectors at adjacent surveys.  An additional phase rotation was applied after 
processing to match the seismic to zero-offset synthetics generated from well logs after 
the component surveys were merged together.  Quality control for the merge process 
was undertaken by EOG Resources and quality control panels were provided to the 




Figure 3.1: Data from eight seismic surveys contributed to the Barnett Merge 1 dataset 
in the study area.  Survey I was acquired in four phases.  The schematic is not to scale. 
The study area encompasses 144 square miles. 
 
Table 3.1: Acquisition parameters for the surveys merged into the Barnett Merge 1 data.  
NR indicates values that were not reported.  All surveys recorded at 2 millisecond 
sample rates and 165 foot intervals for sources and receivers. 
 
I Global May 2006 3 Hz 200 Hz 090° 10 - 120 Hz 0°
II Trace Energy Aug.2005 NR NR 006° 10 - 120 Hz 096°
III Dawson July 2005 3 Hz NR 090° 10 - 120 Hz 0°
IVa Global July 2005 3 Hz 200 Hz 090° 10 - 120 Hz 0°


















Once the seismic surveys were merged, processing steps were taken to reverse 
the effects of geometric spreading, attenuate both coherent and random noise, 
eliminate the residual effects of near surface distortions, and create a velocity model for 
the normal moveout (NMO) correction and migration of the seismic data. A three term 
NMO velocity was applied to the pre-stack gathers analyzed for amplitude variation with 
azimuth in Chapter 5 and an azimuthal dependent velocity model applied to the 
migrated volume. The pre-stack data used in this research were processed through step 
14 in Table 3.2 then NMO corrected. The data used to create the post-stack migrated 
image underwent all 23 processing steps.    
 
Table 3.2: The processing workflow applied to the Barnett Merge 1 data is enumerated.  
The pre-stack data used in this research were processed through step 14 then NMO 
corrected; the imaged data underwent all 23 steps.  AXIDecon is ION’s propriety 
deconvolution process.  **AZIM refers to ION’s calculation of an azimuth-dependent 
velocity model. ***RoGain is ION’s permutation on an amplitude gaining operation. 
 




4. True amplitude recovery (t^1.9)
5. First pass of velocities picked every mile
6. First pass of residual statics calculated and applied
7. Surface consistent amplitude calculated for source, reciever, & offset
8. High amplitude narrow band noise attenuation in the shot domain
9. Second pass of velocities picked every 1/4 mile
10. AXIDecon*
11. Second pass of residual statics calculated and applied
12. Second pass of high amplitude, narrow band noise attenuation in the inline/offset domain
13. Third pass of residual statics
14. Trim Statics
15. Super binning (3 Inlines by 3 Crosslines)
16.  NMO & DMO with second pass velocities and AZIM** velocities
17. 1,000 ms median automatic gain control (AGC)
18. Finite Difference Time Migration
19. Spectral Whitening 12/15-70/150
20. F-XY Deconvolution
21. Time-variant Bandpass Filter
22. 1000 ms RoGain***
23. Phase rotation to match well log synthetics
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3.1.1 Calculation of P-wave Velocity Anisotropy 
The final NMO correction and migration velocity model used to create the post-
stack image utilized azimuthally dependent velocities.  An azimuthally dependent 
velocity model is desirable both to improve the imaging result and to facilitate the 
interpretation of velocity anisotropy. Because the data were acquired with wide receiver 
patches (Figure 3.2), failure to correct for azimuthal variations in velocity will result in 
the incorrect positioning of reflections at mid to far offsets (Treadgold et al., 2008).  This 
effect would distort the stacked traces used in the post-stack migration.  
 
 
Figure 3.2:  A typical distribution of azimuths and offsets for CDPs not located near 
skips.  In most of the study area, a 40 degree incidence angle corresponds to just under 
7000’ of offset.  At the target interval, most CDPs have offsets up to 40 degrees.   
 
The NMO velocity can be calculated in terms of φ, the source-receiver azimuth, 
and βs , the azimuth of the slow compressional velocity (Eqn. 3.1) (Grechka and 
Tsvankin, 1998). 
 
𝐕𝐕𝟐𝟐𝐍𝐍𝐍𝐍𝐍𝐍(𝛗𝛗) = 𝐕𝐕𝟐𝟐𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬 �
𝟏𝟏
𝐜𝐜𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬𝟐𝟐(𝛗𝛗−𝛃𝛃𝐬𝐬)
� + 𝐕𝐕𝟐𝟐𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐬𝐬𝐟𝐟 �
𝟏𝟏
𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬𝐬𝟐𝟐(𝛗𝛗−𝛃𝛃𝐬𝐬)
�    (Equation 3.1) 
 
Building the azimuthally dependent velocity model described by Equation 3.1 
requires a solution for the magnitude of Vfast, Vslow, and the azimuth between Vfast 
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and north. After NMO corrections were applied to the pre-stack gathers, the data were 
binned in super gathers three inlines by three crosslines.  In the azimuth-time domain, 
residual moveout errors caused by azimuthal anisotropy exhibit a cosine 2θ character.  
Velocities were calculated as a function of azimuth to correct this error and flatten the 
reflectors.  The calculated velocities and their azimuths were then used to construct a 
move out velocity model following equation 3.1. In practice, these velocities are 
calculated by fitting a 3D ellipse to the residual travel times (Equation 3.2) (Grechka and 
Tsvankin, 1998). The travel times, T, are defined as an elliptical function dependent on 
offset and azimuth, in which X is the offset and Wij are eccentricity coefficients. 
 
T2 = T02 + [W11 cos2 φ + 2W12 cosφ sinφ + W22 sin2 φ]X2   (Equation 3.2) 
 
An ellipsoid is fit to time shifts calculated through an Event Alignment Procedure in a 
least-square sense to solve for the Wij coefficients (Jenner, 2001). RMS azimuthal 
velocities are then derived from these time shifts. Interval velocities are then calculated 
from the RMS velocities using a method similar to the application of the Dix equation 
(Jenner, 2001). The magnitude of the velocity corrections in the fast and slow 
orthogonal directions and the angle between north and the fast direction were recorded 
in volume form. 
The physical theory explaining the dependence of compressional velocities on 
source-receiver azimuth, the geological factors which may cause this effect, and an 
account of measures taken to evaluate the quality of the azimuthal velocity analysis 
volumes produced are provided in Chapter 4. 
 
3.1.2 The Post Stack Image 
The pre-stack CDP gathers were subjected to a dip moveout (DMO) correction, 
stacked, and migrated using a finite difference time migration algorithm.  DMO 
correction was applied to preserve reflectors with conflicting dips.  For use in a finite 
difference migration, the azimuthal NMO velocities were first converted to interval 
velocities.   
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Finite difference time migration may not effectively image structures with steep 
dip or strong lateral variations in velocity (Yilmaz, 2001).  Formations in the study area 
dip gently and few complex structures are present.  The steepest structures present 
occur at karst collapse structures and dip at 60 degrees.  Large karst structures also 
produce regions which exhibit pronounced differential compaction.  The finite difference 
time migration may not produce a reliable image where horizontal reflectors intersect 
the flanks of karsts and where differential compaction causes large lateral velocity 
contrasts. 
 
3.1.3 Inversion Products 
Changes in the physical properties of the reservoir can be inferred from 
variations in seismic amplitude, both at zero-offset and with varying offset.  Inversion 
seeks to recover the properties of the layers that produced that response. The post-
stack inversion volumes were produced using a model-based approach to seismic 
impedance inversion consisting of two parallel workflows – one for acoustic impedance 
and another for shear impedance.  Each incorporates a low frequency model built from 
well logs and the outputs from two-term, and intercept and gradient volumes from 
wavelet based isotropic AVO analysis.   
The two-term AVO analysis exploited the linearized approximation to the Zoepritz 
equation for an interface between two low contrast layers (Aki & Richards, 1980).  This 
approximation calculates the reflection amplitude, R, from the reflection angle, θ 
(Equation 3.3). 
 
R(θ) = Rθ=0 + G sin2 θ         (Equation 3.3) 
 
Wavelet based AVO recognizes that NMO stretch and offset dependent tuning 
result in a wavelet that is not stationary across all offsets.  A wavelet that varies its 
character across offsets produces a noisy fit to the intercept gradient equations. To 
correct this, an offset dependent inverse operator is constructed from synthetics and 
deconvolved from traces at each offset to ameliorate both effects (Downton & Lines, 
2004). The intercept value, Rθ=0, is assumed to corresponding to the reflection 
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amplitude of a normally incident p-wave.  The gradient includes information from both a 
reflected p-wave and a vertically polarized shear wave converted from a p-wave upon 
reflection (Bacon et al., 2003).  S-wave reflectivity was approximated as the difference 
of the intercept and the gradient divided by two.  This volume was designated the 
‘pseudo-shear wave reflectivity’ volume (Rosso, 2008).  
 The model-based inversion approach begins with a low frequency initial model 
that is updated iteratively in a linearized inversion until the discrepancy between a 
synthetic seismic model derived from the model and the seismic data meets a minimum 
threshold.  This method has the advantage of supplying low frequencies to the inversion 
that are not present in the seismic data (Russell, 1988). 
 The initial model was constructed by creating an interpolated volume constrained 
by interpreted seismic from well logs and the Vfast interval velocities. The initial model 
was bandpass filtered to 0-15 Hz.  The initial model is updated iteratively within a 
general linearized inversion algorithm by convolving the impedance contrasts implied by 
the model with a zero-phase wavelet reflecting the frequency content of the seismic 
data and comparing the reflections that the model would produce with the seismic data, 
until the error between the model-based synthetic and the seismic data is minimized.  
For the acoustic impedance inversion, the synthetic was compared to the intercept 
volume.  The inversion for shear impedance employed the pseudo-shear reflectivity 
volume as the response variable.  
The non-unique nature of the model-based inversion makes it possible to obtain 
a geologically inaccurate solution.  Because there is more than one unique solution that 
could minimize the error between the model and the seismic data, the model 
constructed may not be an accurate reflection of the geology (Russell, 1988).  
The acoustic and shear impedances are calculated through inversion.  The 
additional four volumes are derived from the impedances using trace math (Avseth et al., 
2005) (Equations 3.4 – 3.7).  
The product of the modulus of rigidity and density, μρ, is derived from the shear 
impedance, Zs: 
 
µρ = Z𝑆𝑆2          (Equation 3.4) 
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The product of Lame’s constant and density, μρ, is derived from the shear impedance, 
Zs and the acoustic impedance, Zp: 
 
λρ = Z𝑝𝑝2          (Equation 3.5) 
 







          (Equation 3.6) 
 









            (Equation 3.7) 
 
 The benefits of these inversion products is that they are built to reflect the 
properties of geological layers and can be stochastically related to well log properties 
(Bacon et al., 2003).  Evaluation and quality control of the inversion result focused on 
how well the acoustic and shear impedance products matched wells omitted from the 
inversion process (Figure 3.3).  The inversion results match these blind wells and are 
consistent with expected geologic features in the study area. 
 
3.2  Seismic to Well Tie and Horizon Interpretation 
Seismic to well ties were created to correlated formation tops picked on well logs with 
seismic reflectors in the full offset stacked image volume.  Zero-offset synthetics were 
generated from well logs at each of the wells marked with an ‘x’ in Figure 2.7. 
Impedances are calculated by taking the product of the velocity from the p-wave sonic 
log and the bulk density.  Reflection coefficients are then derived from impedance 





Figure 3.3. A comparison of the inversion result for acoustic and shear impedance to two blind wells (modified from EOG 
Quality Control documentation). 
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The series of reflection coefficients for each well are convolved with a wavelet.  
The wavelet is similar to wavelets extracted from the seismic data and is constructed as 
a zero phase wavelet with a spectrum parameterized by an Ormsby bandpass filter with 
corner frequencies at 2 Hz (low cut), 10 Hz (low pass), 60 Hz (high pass), and 90 Hz 
(high cut). The zero-offset synthetic is time shifted then compressed and expanded over 
restricted intervals to match picked formation tops with seismic horizons (Figure 3.4). 
 
 
Figure 3.4. The well to seismic tie for the type log (Figure 2.8). RC is the reflection 
coefficient series, ‘Wlet’ the wavelet, and ‘Syn’ the synthetic trace, and ‘Trace’ the trace 
extracted from the image volume. The Gamma Ray (GR) log is rendered beside the 
synthetic for comparison.  The wavelet is constructed as a zero phase wavelet with a 
spectrum parameterized by an Ormsby bandpass filter with corner frequencies at 2 Hz 
(low cut), 10 Hz (low pass), 60 Hz (high pass), and 90 Hz (high cut). 
 
Once well to seismic ties were established, the top of Marble Falls, top of Barnett, 
top of Lower Barnett, and base of Barnett horizons were interpreted.  The Forestburg 
interval in the study area does not exceed 30 feet in thickness and is not distinctly 
resolvable from the top of the Barnett reflector.  The Lower Barnett is interpreted as the 
interval between the positive to negative zero crossing at the base of the Upper 
Barnett/Forestburg reflector and the peak at the top of the Ellenburger. 
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A time-depth conversion model was created for the purpose of co-rendering 
depth domain data like wellbores and microseismic events with time domain seismic 
data. The model is built in Transform 4.1 by calculating the velocities necessary to 
match the Marble Falls, top Barnett, and base of Barnett well tops with their 
corresponding horizons.  The model is only valid between the Marble Falls and the base 
of the Barnett and appropriate for purposes where extract velocities are not necessary, 
like the co-rendering of time and depth domain data.  Multiple attribute inversions 





























CHAPTER 4  
AZIMUTH DEPENDENT VARIATIONS IN VELOCITY 
 
Before azimuthal velocity attributes were interpreted, potential causes of 
azimuthal anisotropy were identified and the degree of uncertainty in the velocity data 
quantified.  The gradient of azimuthal velocities with respect to the inline and crossline 
directions was also calculated as an additional tool for identifying interpretable lateral 
changes in Vfast and Vslow. 
 
4.1 Potential Sources of Azimuthal Anisotropy 
Velocity anisotropy occurs when compressional velocity exhibits direction 
dependent behavior.  Azimuthal anisotropy is observed when ray paths travelling along 
different azimuths encounter an azimuth that is distinctly stiffer than a roughly 
orthogonal compliant direction (Figure 4.1).  The stiff direction will experience a shorter 
travel time than the compliant direction.  Azimuthal velocity anisotropy in the Barnett 
may be caused by one or more of several factors: differential stress, aligned vertical or 
sub-vertical fractures, dipping reflectors, and/or the presence of diagenetic alterations, 
like the precipitation of calcite, if it occurs preferentially along one orientation (factors 
identified by Jenner, 2001).  The Barnett Shale also contains laminar clays, which have 
grains that tend to align themselves horizontally under the compressive forces of 
overburden.  The intrinsic anisotropy caused by the laminar clays results in the 
dependence of compressional velocity on polar angle.  The combination of these effects 
makes the anisotropic geometry of the Barnett Shale orthorhombic.  When roughly 
orthogonal fracture sets are present, the geometry is monoclinic. Despite the number of 
variables influencing velocity anisotropy in the Barnett, their aggregate effect 
consistently produces distinct azimuthal anisotropy throughout the study area.   
The effect that each potential cause of azimuthal anisotropy would have on the 
velocities can be predicted from the effect each has on a given interval’s azimuth-
dependent compliance.  If azimuthal velocities are controlled by stress, higher stress in 
the direction of the maximum horizontal stress will have a stiffening effect. The Vfast will 
be proportionate in magnitude to and oriented parallel to Shmax.  Vslow will be 
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proportionate in magnitude to and oriented parallel to Shmin.  The magnitude difference 
between Vfast and Vslow is then controlled by the differential between the principal 
horizontal stresses.  If azimuthal anisotropy is caused by the presence of fractures, any 
incident azimuth perpendicular to vertical or sub-vertical fractures will encounter a more 
compliant medium.  The fast direction will orient parallel to fractures, or, in the case of 
fractures aligned along more than one azimuth, with the direction in which fractures 
decrease the modulus of rigidity the least. Trends caused by the calcite cementation of 
the shale matrix near faults and fractures may have a similar effect.  However, waves 
incident perpendicular to a lineation enriched in calcite are more likely to experience a 
stiffening effect.   
 
 
Figure 4.1. The travel time ellipse parameterized by Equation 3.2.  Vfast and Vslow 
correspond to the stiff and compliant directions, respectively. Here, θ is the angle 
between north and the Vfast azimuth (modified from Simon, 2005). Determining the 
geological cause of a dominant stiff direction is a key interpretation goal. 
 
In the study area, the percent difference between the RMS Vfast and Vslow 
magnitudes on a horizon extracted in the middle of the Lower Barnett averages 2% of 
the fast velocity with a standard deviation of 2%.  Based on the observed occurrence of 
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velocity anisotropy, one or more of the discussed effects is causing azimuthal 
anisotropy within the Lower Barnett (Figure 4.2). 
 
 
Figure 4.2. The Lower Barnett exhibits p-wave velocity anisotropy.  The percent 
difference between interval Vfast and Vslow extracted along a horizon in the middle of 
the Barnett interval averages 2% with a standard deviation of 2% 
 
4.2 Azimuthal Velocity Attributes 
The attributes obtained from azimuthal velocity analysis are Vfast, Vslow, and the 
Vfast azimuth.  The information from all three attributes can be displayed 
simultaneously (Figure 4.3).  The map is colored by Vslow.  Arrows are colored by Vfast, 
scaled by the difference in Vfast and Vslow divided by Vfast, and oriented along the 
Vfast azimuth.  Together these attributes fully parameterize the azimuth-dependent 
aspects of the velocity model.  Because velocity is a layer property, all velocity 
anisotropy attributes are extracted 20 ms above the base of Barnett at the center of the 





Figure 4.3. Azimuthal interval velocity attributes can be displayed simultaneously.  The 
background map is Vslow.  The arrows are oriented along the Vfast azimuth, scaled by 
the difference between Vfast and Vslow divided by Vfast, and colored by Vfast. The 
location of the close perspective map is demarcated by the red box. 
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4.3 Evaluation of Azimuthal Velocity Data Reliability 
The uncertainty in azimuthal velocity measurements must be understood before 
they are interpreted.  Since the procedure used to obtain velocity anisotropy 
measurements is an inverse problem, the fitting error between the travel times and 
Equation 3.2 can be used as a measure of uncertainty.  The ratio of the error in the 
RMS Vfast to fitted Vfast magnitude at the target interval is generally less than one 
percent but increases to around eight percent in proximity to acquisition skips (Figure 
4.4 & Figure 4.5).  Based on these error measurements, the error in interval velocity 
magnitudes is expected to be small relative to velocity magnitudes throughout most of 
the study area.  Azimuthal velocity attributes are not expected to be reliable in areas 
where the Vfast RMS error is above 4% and falls near the second peak in the error 
probability distribution (Figure 4.4).  In those areas where the average error is greater 
than the average velocity anisotropy, the fitted Vfast azimuth and the anisotropy 
between the orthogonal velocities may simply be a manifestation of fitting errors. 
Because the RMS velocities were calculated using sliding vertical windows 
before conversion to interval velocities, ensuring velocities from the Marble Falls and 
Ellenburger intervals are not contaminating the Barnett result is also important. The 
Lower Barnett target averages 40 ms in thickness in the study area.  To avoid 
contamination from the velocities of overlying and underlying intervals, azimuthal 
velocity attributes were extracted from the center of the Lower Barnett, 20 ms above the 
base of Barnett horizon.  
 In the study area, the velocity magnitudes and their azimuths from the 
Ellenburger and Marble Falls intervals do not appear to significantly distort the velocity 
attributes in the Lower Barnett. The extracted slow velocity at the center of the Barnett 
interval averages 15388 ft/s with a standard deviation of 1028 ft/s.  This compares to an 
average slow velocity of 16,500 20 ms below the base of the Barnett and an average 
slow velocity of 14,900 ft/s in the middle of the Marble Falls interval.  The fast azimuths 
observed in the Lower Barnett are also distinct from those observed in the Ellenburger 
and Marble Falls.  The fast azimuth in the middle of the Marble Falls and the 
Ellenburger, separated by almost 100 ms, are often very similar (Figure 4.6), perhaps 




Figure 4.4. A histogram showing the error in the RMS velocity fit relative to RMS Vfast 




Figure 4.5. The spatial distribution of the percent error in RMS velocity anisotropy 
relative to RMS Vfast from Figure 4.2 is displayed.  Higher error occurs near skips and 









Figure 4.6: The Vfast directions for the Marble Falls, Lower Barnett, and Ellenburger 
intervals are displayed.  The Vfast azimuth in the Lower Barnett is distinct from that of 
the overlying and underlying formations, suggesting anisotropy from those two 







4.4 Velocity Gradients 
 
The magnitude (Equation 4.1) and the orientation (Equation 4.2) of the gradient 
of the Vslow and Vfast magnitudes with respect to the inline and crossline direction was 
calculated to aid in the interpretation of the Vfast and Vslow attributes.  The gradient 
direction is calculated as the terrain aspect (Moore, 1993) minus 180 degrees.  The 
resulting vector is orthogonal to the direction of steepest decent, perpendicular to 
constant velocity contours. 
 
The magnitude of the velocity gradient, G, is calculated from the velocity, V, and the 
incremental steps in the east, dx, and north, dy, directions. 
 








        (Equation 4.1) 
 
The azimuth of the gradient is described by Equation 4.2. 
 







�      (Equation 4.2) 
 
The gradients of the velocities are employed to highlight rapid lateral changes in each 













CHAPTER 5  
AMPLITUDE VARIATION WITH AZIMUTH 
 
The amplitude of reflection between two layers with differing impedances will 
vary with azimuth if the stiffness of either layer is direction dependent. Unlike azimuthal 
velocities which are detected as layer properties, azimuthal amplitudes are caused by 
the contrast between two layers.  In the study area, amplitudes were also more 
sensitive to azimuthal variations, exhibiting variations on the order of 10% between two 
orthogonal azimuths compared to interval velocity variations that seldom exceed 6%.  
To exploit this sensitivity, the magnitude and directions of azimuth-dependent changes 
in amplitude were calculated and mapped across the top and base of Barnett horizons.  
The base of Barnett horizon result was of sufficient quality for reliable interpretation. 
 
5.1 Theory 
The amplitude of a reflection , R, from an HTI medium overlain by an isotropic 
medium can be calculated as a function of incidence angle, incidence azimuth, the slow 
velocity direction, the AVO intercept, I, and Gi, the AVO gradient terms (Ruger, 1998). 
G1 is the term for isotropic AVO gradient and G2 the term reflecting the amplitude 
behavior attributed to an anisotropic medium (Guo, 2013). 
 
𝑅𝑅(𝜃𝜃,𝜑𝜑) = 𝐼𝐼 + [𝐺𝐺1 + 𝐺𝐺2 cos2(𝜑𝜑 − 𝛽𝛽𝑠𝑠)] sin2 𝜃𝜃     (Equation 5.1) 
 
The character of the curve describing the amplitude variation with azimuth (Equation 5.1) 
is captured by a cosine 2θ function.  The offset is treated as constant within each of four 
offset bins. 
Azimuthal variations in amplitude have been quantized following two methods.  
The first, more common approach relies on changes in AVO gradient with azimuth to 
identify azimuthal anisotropy (Thomsen, 1995; Ruger, 1998; Lynn et al., 1999).  This 
approach follows Equation 5.1 or some permutation of it. The second uses the 
amplitude changes implied by Equation 5.1 to calculate bright and dim azimuths to 
identify anisotropy (Lynn et al, 2014). Amplitude variations with azimuth have been used 
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to detect anisotropy in carbonates (Perez et al., 1999), tight sandstones (Lynn et 
al.,1999), and shale gas reservoirs (Guo et al, 2013). Guo et al. (2013) analyzed 
azimuthal changes in AVO gradient in a Barnett Shale gas field and found that areas of 
high amplitude anisotropy correlated to regions of higher gas production.  Both the AVO 
gradient approach and the amplitude approach were tested. Lynn et al. (2014) observed 
the same effect when analyzing the amplitudes themselves across different azimuths 
and offsets at the top of a carbonate reservoir.  This rotation was also observed in the 
study area. 
 
5.2 Calculation of Azimuth Dependent Variations in Amplitude 
The analysis of azimuth-dependent changes in amplitude follows the workflow 
proscribed by Lynn et al. (2014).  Lynn et al. (2014) found that azimuthal amplitude 
response is a more effective indicator of fracture orientation than velocity anisotropy for 
the fractured carbonate in their study area.  Azimuthal amplitudes were analyzed to test 
whether they can also detect fractures in the Barnett Shale. 
The azimuthal amplitude response at the top and base of the Barnett were 
considered.  The results from the top of the Barnett reflector were noisy and did not 
produce coherent trends in the bright azimuth direction so this analysis focused on the 
base of the Barnett reflector.  The amplitude response parallel and perpendicular to a 
theoretical set of aligned fractures was modelled using the CREWES Zoepritz Explorer.  
P-wave velocities, s-wave velocities, and densities corresponding to those observed in 
well logs were assigned to two layers: the top layer was modelled using the average 
velocities and densities of the Lower Barnett and the lower layer with the average 
properties of the upper portion of the Ellenburger.  A fracture-perpendicular reflection 
was modelled by reducing the s-wave velocity by 10 percent. P-wave velocity was 
decreased 12 percent, proportionate to the reduction in shear modulus suggested by a 
drop in s-wave velocity.  Reflection changes with the impedance contrast between the 
two layers. For the fractured (HTI) Barnett layer with moderate VTI anisotropy over an 
isotropic Ellenburger, the dim azimuth is parallel to an oriented fracture set.  The 
compliant direction azimuth is bright for a fractured Ellenburger interval under an un-






Figure 5.1: The amplitude at the base of Barnett reflector increases as the contrast 
between the compliant Barnett Shale and stiff Ellenburger limestone becomes greater.  
(a) The Barnett is stiffer in the direction of the maximum horizontal principal stress and 
(b) more compliant in the direction of the minimum horizontal principal stress, resulting 
in a weaker impedance contrast and dimmer amplitude for ray paths travelling parallel 
to the maximum horizontal stress direction. The ductile Barnett is expected to 
experience more strain for each unit of stress. Similarly, the Barnett is stiffer parallel to a 
theoretical set of aligned fractures, producing a weaker contrast and dimmer amplitude 
than would occur in a direction perpendicular to those fractures.  An interpretive 
ambiguity arises as fractured Ellenburger beneath un-fractured Barnett would produce a 






Figure 5.2:  The azimuthal variation in amplitude for the reflection from the boundary 
between an orthorhombic Barnett over an isotropic Ellenburger at an incidence angle of 
20 degrees based on Ruger’s approximation.   
 
 To investigate azimuth-dependent variations in amplitude, the NMO corrected 
pre-stack gathers were sorted into four azimuth sectors between 0 and 180 degrees 
centered at 22.5, 67.5, 112.5, and 157.5 degrees. The NMO velocity applied to the 
gathers used an isotropic NMO velocity, rather than the azimuth-dependent NMO 
velocities.  These velocities were used because NMO corrected gathers were provided, 
but also have the benefit of avoiding offset dependent time shifts caused by azimuthal 
NMO correction (Jenner, 2001). Trim statics were applied to each azimuth sector using 
a cross-correlation window centered on the target reflector.  Five by five CDP super 
gathers were then created within each azimuth-incidence angle data set.  The seismic 
interval velocity model was then used to convert gathers from offset to incidence angle, 
and the azimuthal sectors were further divided into four incidence angle ranges: 0-12, 
13-23, 23-30, and 30-40 degrees. The data were sorted by incidence angle to isolate 
the dependence of amplitude on offset (Equation 5.1) and allow for the interpretation of 




Figure 5.3: The conditioned pre-stack data was sectored into four azimuth sectors on 
45 degree intervals between 0 and 180 degrees.  Each azimuth sector was then 
stacked into four incidence angle ranges (specified in the figure).  Each trace was 
stacked to create sixteen azimuth/offset volumes from which peak amplitudes were 
extracted on a window centered on the reflector with a half-length of 8 ms, or 
approximately half the reflector’s period. 
 
Each azimuth-offset sector was stacked and the peak amplitudes along the top 
and base of Barnett extracted for analysis. To ensure extraction of the peak value at 
CDPs where trim statics failed to align event peaks, amplitudes were extracted along a 
window one half the of reflector’s period above and below the horizon.  For the base of 
Barnett horizon, the window half-length was 8 ms. Amplitudes from each azimuth sector 
exhibit differences that are difficult to perceive when viewing all 144 square miles of the 
study area simultaneously (Figure 5.4).  Fitting the AVO gradients and azimuthally 
sectored amplitudes to cosine functions allows azimuth-dependent changes in 
amplitude to be perceived more easily. 
 
5.3 The AVO Gradient Method 
 AVO gradients for each CDP in each of the four azimuth ranges were calculated. 
Based on the modelled result for a fractured Lower Barnett, the least negative gradient 
and lowest intercept should occur in the direction parallel to fractures. Gradients were 









Figure 5.4: Stacks of the two nearest amplitude ranges (2-23 degrees) were extracted 
along the base of Barnett horizon to evaluate the distribution of usable data in the near 
to mid offset range.  Interpretation of amplitudes is difficult and highly dependent on 
calibration of the color bar.  Interpreting azimuthal variations from amplitudes fit to 









those points in a least-squares sense (Figure 5.5).  The slope of the fitted line is the 
gradient. The fracture parallel azimuth would correspond to the most positive gradient 
observed at the 135-180 azimuth range (black line).  The most negative gradient for the 
45-90 range (blue line) would be fracture perpendicular. A cosine 2θ function was fit to 
the AVO gradients as a function of azimuth to approximate the azimuth of the bright and 
dim directions and the magnitude of the difference between them.  AVO intercepts 
consistently varied between azimuths.  Variation in the intercept is often observed and 
generally attributed to coherent noise (Jenner, 2002) and can be exacerbated by the 
use of super bins (Rolla, 1995).   
 
 
Figure 5.5: The AVO intercept and gradient for each CDP was calculated.  A cosine 2θ 
was then fit to the gradients as a function of azimuth.  The reliability is calculated as the 
bright azimuth amplitude minus the dim azimuth amplitude divided by RMS error in 
cosine fit (after Lynn, 2014).  Intercepts also vary with azimuth.  Changes in AVO 
intercept with azimuth may be caused by coherence noise (Rolla, 1995).  The intercepts 
may also be altered by changes in the slope of the fitted line caused by different P-SV 
mode arrivals at far offset (section 5.4). 
 
5.4 Variations in Azimuthal Amplitudes with Offset 
 The AVO gradient was not selected as the preferred method for mapping bright 
and dim azimuths because rotations in dim azimuth were observed with increasing 
offset.  Lynn (2014) observed that the bright azimuth often changes with offset (Figure 




Figure 5.6: Radial plots show the amplitude at each azimuth and incidence angle range 
for two CDPs.  The four radius lengths in the radial plots correspond to the four 
incidence angle ranges. Cosine 2θ functions were fit to the amplitudes at both near and 
far incidence angle ranges.  Near angle dim azimuths correspond to a drop in p-wave 
impedance contrasts inferred to be caused by fractures in the Barnett shale. 
 
An examination of the data in the Barnett Project showed that the same 
phenomenon occurs in the study area.  For twenty percent of CDPs, the bright azimuth 
at near offset is within 20 degrees of orthogonal to the bright azimuth at far offset 
(Figure 5.7).  Lynn (2014) attributed rotations of the bright azimuth with offset to the 
effects of orthorhombic symmetry.  Changes in bright azimuth with offset are related to 
the amplitude contributions of P-SV waves.  The behavior of P-SV waves varies with 
azimuth and offset using the modelling results of Wild and Crampin (1991).   
 
 
Figure 5.7: The bright azimuth at far offset was within 20% of perpendicular to the near 
offset just as frequently as they were within 20% of parallel and may be caused by the 
arrival of different P-SV polarizations at far offset.  This occurrence is similar to that 
observed by Lynn (2014). 
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Wild and Crampin (1991) display lower hemisphere projections of S-waves with 
point singularities denoted by black dots.  The point singularities correspond to azimuth-
offset locations where shear wave modes associated with birefringence arrive 
simultaneously.  At these singularities, the S-wave polarization which arrives first 
changes.  Applying an orthorhombic model with planar laminations and vertical cracks, 
the offsets at which these singularities occur can be associated with crack density.  
When crack density is high, the fracture parallel P-SV wave remains P-SV-1 (fast) at all 
offsets.  In the slow direction, P-SV-2 is recorded at near offsets but P-SV-1 is recorded 
at far offsets.  Within 40 degrees of incidence angle, the same effect will occur for a 
material with low crack density, but the singularities occur at nearer offset (Wild and 
Crampin 1991; Lynn, 2014).  The observed effect is a rotation of bright azimuth with 
offset.  For areas where azimuthal anisotropy magnitude is low, changes in bright 
azimuth appear to correspond with P-SV singularities (Figure 5.8).  The result is a far 
offset AVAZ effect that does not correspond to the expected compliant and stiff 
directions for P-wave data. 
 
 
Figure 5.8: Bottom hemisphere projections from Crampin & Wild (1991) overlain on 
amplitudes extracted from an arbitrary CDP.  Dashed lines depict S-wave polarization; 
black dots are point singularities. Changes in gradient often correspond to the predicted 
locations of S-wave singularities. (a) When crack density is high, the fracture parallel P-
SV wave remains P-SV-1 (fast) at all offsets.  In the slow direction, P-SV-2 is recorded 
at near offsets but P-SV-1 is recorded at far directions.  For a material with low crack 
density, the slow direction singularities occur at nearer offset (Wild and Crampin 1991; 
Lynn, 2014).   
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Another potential cause of changes in the bright azimuth with offset is the 
occurrence of velocity anomalies in the overburden.  Luo et al. (2007) modelled the 
effect a fractured zone in the overburden above a target horizon would have on the 
amplitude at that target in a Plexi-glass model and found that azimuth-dependent 
attenuation and time delays from the overburden were imprinted on the target horizon.  
The result was an azimuth-dependent change in amplitudes that caused differences in 
bright and dim azimuth amplitudes as high as 45%.  Hatchell (2000) observed that 
similar transmission distortions caused by faults and discontinuities can result in strong 
azimuth-dependent variations in amplitude.  The focusing effect caused by velocity 
anomalies near faults produced direction dependent variations in amplitude that 
highlighted faults and resulted in variations in AVO intercept as high as 300%.  Based 
on Hatchell’s (2000) observations, azimuthal variation in amplitude at near offset and in 
the intercept could appear geologically coherent.  He also observed that directions that 
were dim in the near stack could be bright in the far stack.  Transmission distortions 
from velocity anomalies in the overburden are not expected to have a strong effect on 
the data analyzed.  Hatchell (2000) reported that while stacking did not remove 
transmission distortion effects, applying a cross-correlation based static correction to 
the pre-stack data prior to stacking was “very successful” at removing the transmission 
distortion effect.  
Assuming rotations in the bright azimuth are caused by the effects of 
orthorhombic symmetry, bright and dim azimuths at far offset will not correspond to the 
expected azimuths for the bright and dim directions of P-wave data. Therefore, in the 
Barnett Project, avoiding the distorting effect this rotation with offset was observed to 
have on AVO gradients lead to a preference for using near offset (2-23 degrees of 
incidence) azimuth-dependent amplitude variations to select bright and dim azimuths. 
 
5.5 Azimuthal Anisotropy from Amplitudes 
Dim and bright azimuths were calculated by fitting a cosine 2θ to the azimuth 
sectors using the 2-12 and 13-23 incidence angle ranges. An amplitude from each 
azimuth sector was fit and assigned an azimuth from the center of the volume, so that φ 
= [22.5, 67.5, 112.5, 157.5].  The fit was obtained by subtracting the mean from the 
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amplitudes from each azimuth sector then finding the solution for the amplitude and 
phase of the cosine 2θ function that minimized the root mean squared error between 
the fitted function and the amplitudes.  A least square fit was obtained using a trust-
region-reflective least-squares algorithm in MATLAB (Moré & Sorenson, 1983). The 
resulting function was then generated for azimuths between 0 and 180 degrees. 
 
Amplitude(φ) =  A cos(2φ + B)       (Equation 5.2) 
 
A reliability rating was assigned to each fit and the angle range with the highest 
reliability was chosen and mapped. The reliability is calculated as the bright azimuth 
amplitude minus the dim azimuth amplitude divided by RMS error in cosine fit (after 
Lynn, 2014). Fits were calculated first by calculating the fits for both of the inner 
incidence angle ranges.  The fit for the incident angle range with the highest reliability 
was selected then selected for each CDP.  Fits were also calculated by summing both 
inner incidence angle ranges and fitting a function to the summed amplitudes.  The 
result utilizing amplitude summed between 2 and 23 degrees of incidence angle 
produced higher reliabilities and were kept for interpretation.  CDPs that lacked 
reliability ratings greater than 3.5 were not mapped (Figure 5.9). 
 
 
Figure 5.9: The reliability rating for every third CDP in the study area.  Lower and 
higher reliabilities are highly interspersed. 
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The ability of the reliability factor to filter out CDPs where a meaningful fit was not 
obtained was evaluated by calculating and replacing the amplitudes from each azimuth 
sector with a set of random numbers, normally distributed between the minimum and 
maximum of the amplitude values recorded at the base of the Barnett.  Cosine functions 
were fit to this random set of numbers with a reliability rating of 3.5 or greater at 27.3% 
of CDPs.  This suggests that some of the measurements calculated from azimuthal 
amplitudes will not be reliable and the geological reasonability of measurements must 


























CHAPTER 6  
SEISMIC PREDICTION OF WELL LOG PROPERTIES 
 
Multi-attribute transforms calculated in the Transform 4.1 software were used to 
create volumes reliably predicting Gamma ray and closure stress log properties from 
seismic attributes.   
 
6.1 Use of Multi-Attribute Transforms to Predict Well Log Properties 
Gamma ray and closure stress were identified as two logs that reflect geological 
properties likely to affect fracture stimulation efforts that had significant correlations to 
seismic attributes.  
 
6.1.1 Theory 
Multi-attribute transforms define relationships between a set of seismic attributes 
and a petrophysical log property and are used to predict the log property from a set of 
seismic attributes.  Unlike parametric inversions, like those used to calculate 
impedances from AVO, multi-attribute transforms can be used to relate the seismic data 
to properties where a relationship can be inferred but not easily quantified.  It can utilize 
information obtained both from inversions incorporating information from the pre-stack 
domain and from attributes that extract information from the components (time, 
amplitude, frequency, and phase) of post-stack seismic data (Hampson et al., 2001). 
Multi-attributes have been used successfully to predict important well log properties in 
shale gas reservoirs.  Chopra & Pruden (2003) and Verma et al. (2012) have used 
multiple attribute statistical methods to predict Gamma ray values in tight Alberta sands 
and the Barnett Shale respectively.  Sena et al. (2011) predicted closure stress in the 
Haynesville shale using multi-attribute transforms. 
Multiple attributes are combined together to predict a well log property using 
summed transform functions.  While Transform 4.1, the software utilized to calculate 
multi-attribute transforms, does not disclose the algorithms they employ in their 
multivariate analysis software, the approach has characteristics similar to the alternating 
conditional expectation (ACE) method of Breiman and Freidman (1985).  This non-linear, 
non-parametric method seeks to predict the dependent variable, referred to as the 
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response variable within the software, by calculating a transform function for each of the 
independent predictor variables.  Each transform function is derived by comparing a 
dependent variable to the response variable.  The dependent and independent 
variables are then binned into the sectors, and the means of the predictor variable’s 
sectors and response variable are calculated.  A function obeying some set of 
constraints (for example, that the function must be monotonic and decreasing) is then 
derived between the sector means of the predictor and response variable.  These 
functions are applied to the predictor variable to generate transformed variables.  Either 
before or during this calculation, each transform function is scaled to weight the relative 
contribution each predictor variable will have on the model.  The response variable is 
then modelled as the sum of the transform functions (Altamar, 2013).  This method was 
evaluated by Altamar (2013) and found to achieve superior results predicting production 
outcomes from Haynesville and Barnett Shale gas reservoirs when compared with 
parametric and multi-linear transform methods. 
 
6.1.2 Implementation 
Well log property volumes are created from seismic attributes following the 
workflow recommended by Transform with an added emphasis on the physical 
implication of each transform function.  Well logs were then smoothed with a 100 
sample Backus averaging operator to scale the well log to the vertical resolution of the 
seismic data.  Seismic attributes are extracted along the wellbores, and correlation 
between the attributes and the well log were identified.  Attributes and well logs are 
examined visually to identify similar curve variation patterns to select preferred 
attributes in the multivariate analysis.  Cross plots are also generated for analysis 
across multiple wells using the value of Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation 
coefficients.   
Transform functions between each seismic attribute and the well logs are 
constructed in Transform 4.1, the software, and those transforms are applied to the 
seismic volumes.  The trend of the transform is determined by the sign of the co-
variance between each attribute and the well log property.  The transform’s magnitude 
is dependent on magnitude of the co-variance, weighting the contribution of each 
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attribute to the resulting model by the degree which increases or decreases with the 
well log property (essentially by the magnitude of the correlation coefficient).  
Once each transform is generated, it is examined for physical reasonableness.  A 
plausible relationship between the transform function of each seismic attribute and the 
well log property should be inferable from the character of the transform function.  The 
nature of these relationships is examined in sections 6.2 and 6.3. 
Several measures are implemented to avoid inaccurate and spurious correlations. 
The model and the result of applying the model to the data are correlated with the well 
logs. In each case, no more than five seismic attributes are used and a correlation of at 
least 0.7 is required between the inversion result and the smoothed well log. Following 
the formulation of Kalkomey (1997), for the number of wells used in each multi-attribute 
inversion, a correlation coefficient between the prediction and the well log that reduces 
the probability of a spurious correlation to below 15% is achieved (Figure 6.1). 
 
 
Figure 6.1: The risk of a spurious correlation for a given correlation coefficient and 
number of wells (n) when five attributes are compared to a well log property.  Calculated 
using the formulation of Kalkomey (1997).  
 
6.2 Closure Stress Prediction Volume 
Goodway et al. (2010) defines minimum horizontal closure stress as “the 
minimum pressure required to open a pre-existing fracture.”  The closure stress log is 
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calculated from sonic logs, the density log, and constants calculated by EOG petro-
physicists. In essence, its calculation follows the formulation of Goodway et al. (2010): 
 
Closure stress =  υ
1−υ
[σzz − BVPP] + BHPP +
E
1−υ2
(exx + υeyy)    Equation 6.1 
 
In Equation 6.1, υ is the Poisson’s ratio, 𝜎𝜎𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 the overburden stress, 𝐵𝐵𝑉𝑉 the poro-elastic 
constants in the horizontal and vertical directions, Pp the pore pressure, E the Young’s 
modulus, and exx and eyy the strain in the two principal horizontal directions. Following 
analysis from Gale et al. (2007) and Bowker (2007) which suggest that the ability to re-
open healed and calcite sealed fractures strongly influences the effectiveness of 
hydraulic stimulation, predicting areas of lower closure stress may be important in 
identifying areas where gas deliverability is higher.   
 Individual attributes were extracted from the top of the Marble Falls to the wells’ 
total depth along wellbores for input into a multiple attribute inversion for closure stress.  
Logs from nine wells were included in the analysis (Figure 6.2).  Each of the correlated 
attributes was considered to determine if a physical relationship to closure stress 
existed.   
 
 
Figure 6.2: The locations of the wells used in the multi-attribute transformation and the 




Each correlation is examined both visually and in cross plot (Figure 6.3). The 
nature of the correlation is then compared to the sign of the correlation (Table 6.1) and 
the nature of the transform applied to the seismic attribute. 
 
 
Figure 6.3: (a) Visual comparison of attributes to a well log. (b) Cross plot of Poisson’s 
Ratio with the well log for ten wells. Because the distribution of the data points is 
obscured, the median (red line) and standard deviation interval (black lines) are also 
displayed.  Pearson’s rho for the correlation between the Poisson’s ratio from inversion 
and the closure stress log is 0.53 with a p-value of 0 (0 within computational precision). 
 
Table 6.1: Pearson’s correlation between each seismic attribute and the closure stress 
well log for the ten wells from Figure 6.2. 
 
 
 The physical implication of the transform function can be interpreted based on its 
sign and trend (Figure 6.4).  A negative value in the transform function will result in a 
negative contribution to the model while a positive one will have a positive model 
contribution.  For example, the Poisson’s ratio will have a significantly higher weight in 
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the model than LambdaRho and coherence, and Poisson’s ratio values less than 0.28 
will decrease the modelled closure stress while values above 0.28 have a positive 
contribution to the model.  The magnitude of each attribute’s transform function will 
determine its weighting relative to the other attributes used to generate the model. A 
higher Poisson’s ratio corresponds to more ductile rocks, and its transform has the 
same character as the first term in Equation 6.1. Lame’s parameter is physically similar 
to incompressibility; therefore, a higher value for LambdaRho will result in increased 
resistance to fracture dilation (Goodway, et al., 2010).  Acoustic Impedance is directly 
dependent on incompressibility.  This confirms its relationship to closure stress and 
makes it collinear with LambdaRho, indicating that one of the two variables can be 
excluded from the inversion.  Given these physical relationships, the use of these 
attributes in the inversion is deemed reasonable.  Incoherence is included to provide the 
inversion with information about geological structure.  Transform functions are summed 
to create a model prediction.   
 
 
Figure 6.4: Transform functions as a function of attribute value for each attribute reflect 
physical relationships between the attributes and closure stress.  
 
The ability of the model to predict well log properties can be evaluated through 
visual examination and correlation of predicted values with closure stress logs. The 
model produced by this multi-attribute inversion has a 0.81 Pearson’s correlation 
between the observed and predicted values.  When the model is applied to the data, the 
correlation between the prediction and the observed values at the nine wells used in the 
inversion and the blind well drops to 0.68 (Figure 6.5). The closure stress volume also 









Figure 6.5: The correlation between the observed and predicted closure stress in the 
model and after application of the model to the data.  The model produced by this multi-
attribute inversion has a 0.81 Pearson’s rho correlation between the observed and 
predicted values.  When the model is applied to the data, the correlation between the 
prediction and the observed values at the nine wells used in the inversion and the blind 
well drops to 0.68.  For the ten wells examined, this places the probability of a spurious 






Figure 6.6: This cross section facilitates comparison of the predicted closure stress to the well log values. The correlation 
coefficient for a cross plot between the predicted and the observed closure stress at the blind well is 0.84. 
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6.3 Gamma Ray Prediction 
A Gamma ray prediction volume was created for two reasons.  The first was the 
viability of predicting Gamma ray from the seismic data. The acoustic impedance, 
elastic impedance, and dominant frequency attributes also had significant statistical 
correlations to the Gamma ray log.  Since Gamma ray in the target interval mostly 
responds to the relative enrichment of radioactive element bearing clay and organic 
material, it tends to increase in clay rich shales and decrease when the formation is 
enriched in carbonate content.  Acoustic and shear impedances also vary consistently 
with these lithologies, increasing as carbonate content rises. The second reason for 
selecting Gamma ray relates to correlations between Gamma ray, brittleness, and total 
organic carbon (Figure 6.7).  TOC increases linearly with Gamma ray; shales with 
higher Gamma ray signatures also exhibit lower brittleness.  This makes Gamma ray an 
excellent tool for evaluating the trade-off between brittleness and pay quality.  A more 
brittle rock fractures more easily, but it also contains less of the organic material that 




Figure 6.7: Well logs extracted between the top and base of the Barnett are plotted. 
TOC increases linearly with Gamma ray.  Rocks become less brittle as they are 
enriched with clay and organic material, both of which contain radioactive isotopes that 
raise Gamma ray measurement.  The increase in brittleness at Gamma ray values 
above 180 api is likely caused by the presence of apatite (Altamar, 2013). 
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The workflow for creating the Gamma ray volume was identical to that applied to 
create the closure stress volume.  Correlations between seismic attributes and Gamma 
ray logs were observed visually and quantitatively at the nine wells in Figure 6.2. Shear 
impedance, the Vp/Vs ratio, and the dominant frequency attribute were chosen as 
inputs to the multi-attribute workflow (Table 6.2).   
 
Table 6.2: Pearson’s correlation between each seismic attribute and the closure stress 
well log for the ten wells from Figure 6.2.   
 
 
Dominant frequency is a complex trace attribute calculated as the “square root of 
the sum of the squares of the instantaneous frequency and instantaneous bandwidth.”  
Dominant frequency estimates the frequency at which zero crossings occur (Barnes, 
1993).  The transforms for seismic attributes modelling Gamma ray showed a positive 
trend with increasing Vp/Vs, a negative trend with shear impedance, and a negative 
trend with dominant frequency (Figure 6.8).   
 
 
Figure 6.8: Transform functions as a function of attribute value for each attribute reflect 
physical relationships between the attributes and the Gamma ray log.  Higher Gamma 
ray values are associated with clay enrichment; lower values with enrichment in 
carbonate and sand.  Clay rich shales have a higher Vp/Vs ratio, lower elastic 
impedance, and tend to occur in thicker (longer period) units than the Forestburg 
carbonate interval.   
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A plausible physical relationship can be inferred from each trend.  Higher 
Gamma ray values are associated with clay enrichment; lower values with enrichment in 
carbonate and sand.  Clay rich shales have a higher Vp/Vs ratio, lower elastic 
impedance, and tend to occur in thicker (longer period) units than the Forestburg 
carbonate interval.  The resulting model tracked the data with a correlation of 0.767 




Figure 6.9: The correlation between the observed and predicted closure stress in the 






Figure 6.10: This cross section facilitates comparison of the predicted closure stress to the well log values. The 
correlation coefficient for a cross plot between the predicted and the observed closure stress at the blind well is 0.75. 
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CHAPTER 7  
DETECTION OF STRESS CHANGES AND NATURAL FRACTURES  
 
The presence of natural fractures and changes in the stress field both influence 
the deliverability of natural gas from mature source rock reservoirs. Seismic attributes 
provide information about these features that can be utilized to identify stress changes 
and infer the probable locations of fractures.  
 
7.1 Natural Fractures and the Stress Field in the Barnett Shale 
Natural fractures in the Barnett Shale have variable characteristics.  Fracture 
sets with orientations in the northeast, northwest, east-north-east, and east-south-east 
directions have been observed in cores (Gale et al., 2007). Most fractures are sealed 
with calcite or gypsum.  Fractures containing quartz crystals, permeable pyrite 
framboids, and open fractures have also been observed but are less common (Gale et 
al., 2007; Bowker, 2007; Gasparrini et al., 2014).  Permeable fractures are expected to 
make the formation more compliant in a direction perpendicular to the fractures, if 
oriented in a dominant direction.  The effect of calcite cementation in fractures is not 
clear.  Calcite itself is stiffer than the surrounding shale, but planes of weakness at the 
weak bonding surface between calcite precipitate and the fracture walls reduce the 
shear modulus of the rock.  As a result, calcite filled fractures may also result in a 
directional decrease in stiffness. 
Incoherence, a volumetric seismic attribute highlighting discontinuities, was 
extracted from a horizon in the center of the lower Barnett.  Seismic scale 
discontinuities appear polyhedral and exhibit sub-vertical and high angle dip (Figure 7.1). 
Fracture paragenesis of in the Barnett was driven by three factors.  Expulsion from 
over-pressuring resulted in the formation of micro-scale fractures.  Compaction and 
dewatering created fractures with geometries characteristic of polygonal fracture 
systems, and transpressional stresses initiated fractures sets with rhomboidal 
geometries (Gasparrini, 2014).   Micro-fractures do not occur at seismic scales while 




Figure 7.1: (a) Incoherence extracted as an average from a 5ms window at the center 
of the lower Barnett interval.  Seismic scale discontinuities appear polyhedral.  The 
green box denotes the area displayed in (b).  A three dimensional view of the area 
denoted by the green box in Figure 7.1 shows the vertical profile of incoherent features 
along a cross section.  Seismic scale discontinuities exhibit sub-vertical and high angle 
dip.  Given the transpressional stress regime of the basin, the transverse faults visible in 
the seismic, and the geometry of the incoherence features, seismic scale faults may 
have formed material within larger fault blocks rotated and broke apart (Figure 7.2).  As 
a result, fractures in the Barnett could occur at any orientation within multiple 
intersecting fracture sets. 
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Given the transpressional stress regime of the basin, the transverse faults visible 
in the seismic (Figure 2.10), and the geometry of the incoherence features, seismic 
scale faults may have formed in two stages.  The first stage of fracture paragenesis 
occurs during compaction and dewatering following early burial.  As overburden stress 
expels pore water, the resulting loss of volume produces a network of extension faults 
(Figure 7.2).  As a result, fractures in the Barnett could occur at any orientation within 
multiple intersecting fracture sets.  Transpressional forces from the Ouachita orogeny 
produced the regional strike-slip faults observed in the study area and would have 
resulted in additional motion on planes within the existing polygonal fault system in 
addition to small faults oriented with a rhomboidal geometry. The recognition of both 
fracture generation mechanism and the fault geometries they cause provides an 




Figure 7.2: Polyhedral faults form as material between transverse faults breaks up and 
rotates (Cartwright, 1994).   
 
Borehole break-out data from the nearby Newark East Field indicates a 
maximum horizontal principal stress direction oriented at N40E (Simon, 2005; Gale et 
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al., 2007).  Because the study area is distal from the major basin bounding structures, 
strong differential stress is not anticipated. Local variations in differential stress appear 
to be controlled by flexure of the Barnett along the Ordovician unconformity and by 
nearby faults. 
 
7.2 Correlation of Azimuthal Attributes to Frac Gradient and Microseismic 
Azimuthal attributes were compared to microseismic and pressure test data to 
determine if they are responding to differential stress, natural fractures, or diagenetic 
trends.  The available pressure test data reports the instantaneous shut-in pressure 
before and after hydraulic stimulation. The instantaneous shut-in pressure (ISIP) is 
picked on the pressure curve after the treatment pressure equalizes with the formation 
pressure and flow into the formation ceases.  For a wellbore oriented perpendicular to 
the maximum principal stress, the ISIP reflects a pressure proportionate to the minimum 
horizontal stress (Hurd & Zoback, 2007).  ISIP values are recorded at each stage of 42 
horizontal wells in the study area.  
 
7.2.1 Fracture Gradients 
The fracture gradient is the ISIP divided by the total depth of each stage. As a 
depth-normalized proxy for the minimum horizontal stress, the fracture gradient 
represents the force resisting the expansion of a dilatational fracture during fracture 
stimulation assuming rock cohesion is negligible.  For a wellbore oriented perpendicular 
to the maximum principal stress, that force approximates the minimum principal 
horizontal stress (Figure 7.3). Use of the fracture gradient as a stress magnitude 
measurement has a few potential pitfalls. Zoback (2003) noted that ISIP measurements 
are affected by fluid viscosity, flow rate, and proppant concentration. Vermylen et al. 
(2011) observed that completion style had a strong effect on the ISIP values recorded 
as frac stages influenced the pressure field near the wellbore. He observed an increase 
in ISIP in later stages as injected fluids resulted in a changing poro-elastic effect.  Toe 
to heal increases in fracture gradients were not observed in the data.  Due to 
experimental changes in stimulation design throughout the study area, comparisons of 




Figure 7.3: The instantaneous shut-in pressure (ISIP) is used as a proxy for the least 
principal stress.  In subsequent figures, fracture gradient, the ISIP divided by total depth 
is denoted by white and red triangles.  Red triangles indicate that the post-stimulation 
fracture gradient was lower than the pre-stimulation fracture gradient.  During hydraulic 
stimulation, treatment fluid forced into the formation is expected to fill pore space and 
increase the force resisting the addition of additional fluids.  For this reason, an increase 
in fracture gradient is expected after the frac job.  When the frac gradient decreases 
after stimulation, the negative change may be caused by the loss of treatment fluid 
along fracture or fault planes. 
 
During hydraulic stimulation, treatment fluid forced into the formation is expected 
to fill pore space and increase the force resisting the addition of additional fluids.  For 
this reason, an increase in fracture gradient is expected after the fracture stimulation job.  
When the frac gradient decreases after stimulation, the negative change may be caused 
by the loss of treatment fluid along fracture or fault planes. This provides a correlative 
tool for interpreting the presence of fractures (Lynn, 2014). 
Lynn (2014) noted that ISIPs and slow velocity magnitudes were often locally 
correlated.  The data in the Barnett study area were examined to determine if this 
relationship was present. Azimuthal velocities were found to have strong correlations to 
the stress field as measured by ISIP measurements.  These correlations occur locally at 
individual wells and are obtained by plotting the interval Vfast, Vslow, and (Vfast-
slow)/Vfast velocity against fracture gradient at each stage of each well where leak-off 
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tests had been performed.  All fracture gradients are initial (pre-stimulation) fracture 
gradients. 
 
7.2.2 Velocity Anisotropy and Frac Gradient 
Statistically significant correlations between azimuthal interval velocities and 
ISIPs were observed at 63% of the horizontal wells with ISIPs recorded at each stage 
along the lateral section.  A correlation was considered statistically significant if the 
probability of achieving a moderate to strong correlation (a Pearson’s rho of .3 or above) 
by chance was less than ten percent. The sample of wells with significant correlations to 
azimuthal velocities is referred to hereafter as ‘correlated wells.’  The absence of a 
correlation was attributed to a lack of variability in ISIP measurements at 35% of the 
wells exhibiting no correlations.  Failure to achieve a correlation at the remaining 24% of 
the total wells examined suggests that velocity anisotropy will not always predict 
characteristics of the stress field successfully.  A lack of correlation could result from 
areas where the quality of the leak off test measurement was diminished, fracture sets 
created a fast direction difference from that of the stress field, or multi-azimuth fracture 
sets and/or a lack of horizontal anisotropy reduced azimuthal anisotropy below a 
measurable threshold.  Local changes in pore pressure are not expected in the study 
area but could also influence interval velocities.  Experimental changes in completion 
practices could also influence fracture gradient measurements if treatment fluids and 
proppant mixtures alter the fluid friction exerted on the wellbore, perforations, and the 
formation. Error in the velocity anisotropy fit in low fold areas may also have impacted a 
few locations. 
At two-thirds of the correlated wellbores drilled perpendicular to the maximum 
principal stress, a positive correlation between the slow velocity and the ISIP gradient 
was observed (Figure 7.4).  These correlations occur locally at each wellbore and are 
not observable if frac gradients and velocities are compared globally across the entire 
study area. When the wellbore azimuth were at an oblique angle relative to the 
maximum principal stress azimuth, velocity magnitudes track local changes in stress 
and correlations between both the Vslow and Vfast magnitudes and the frac gradient 





Figure 7.4: Frac gradient is proportionate to Vslow at wellbores perpendicular to Sham.  




Figure 7.5: When the wellbore is oblique the horizontal principal stress, frac gradients 




There were repeatedly observed exceptions to this relationship.  When a stage 
experienced a negative change in frac gradient, it generally did not follow the velocity-
frac gradient trend observed along the rest of the wellbore.  This is attributed to calcite 
sealing fracture planes and cementing the matrix of surrounding formation.  For 
example, lineations exhibiting high LambdaRho values are observed intersecting stages 
with unusually high frac gradients in Figure 7.5.  Increased LambdaRho value could be 
caused by the enrichment of the formation with calcite and the elimination of pore space 
by precipitates. The subsequent negative change in frac gradients seen at some wells 
(Figure 7.6) likely resulted as the weak bond between the calcite in the fracture plane 
and the surrounding formation (Gale et al., 2007) were broken and fluids propagated 
along the rupture. In addition, when discontinuities in the coherence attribute crossed 
near a stage, those stages often experienced unusually high frac gradients (Figure 7.7).   
 
 
Figure 7.6: Diagenetic trends are inferred where high LambdaRho values intersect 
stages with elevated frac gradients (black arrows).  A subsequent post-stimulation 




Figure 7.7: Incoherence and Vslow are co-rendered around the lateral leg of a 
completed well. When discontinuities in incoherence crossed near a stage, those stages 
often experienced unusually high frac gradients.  Fracture gradient measurements 
circled in red correspond to the stages intersected by red ellipses. 
 
At 57% of the correlated wellbores drilled oblique to the maximum principal 
stress, the fracture gradient tended to decrease as the difference between the wellbore 
azimuth and the fast velocity direction became greater.  Frac gradients also decreased 
as the Vfast azimuth rotated further away from the regional maximum principal stress 
direction (Figure 7.8).  Since the lowest resistance to fracture dilation is expected when 
fractures open perpendicular to Shmin, these trends suggest that the Vfast direction 
provides an accurate representation of stress orientations.  Based on this observation 
and the correlations between the slow velocity and the frac gradient, azimuthal 
velocities are interpreted to be a response to local changes in the stress field.  This 
observation is similar to that of Rich and Ammerman (2010), who reported greater 
dispersion in microseismic event trends and leak off tests with rapid drops in treatment 




Figure 7.8: Frac gradient is minimized as the difference between the wellbore azimuth 
and the Vfast direction increases. 
 
At 35% of correlated wells, a correlation between the magnitude of velocity 
anisotropy and frac gradient was observed (Figure 7.9).  At these wells, fracture 
gradients were generally unrelated to Vslow, Vfast, and Vfast azimuth. A decrease in 
frac gradients with anisotropy magnitude could indicate strong stress anisotropy. 
  
 
Figure 7.9: Wells with a statistically significant correlation between frac gradient and 
velocity anisotropy suggest the presence of natural fractures. 
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Confidence in azimuthal velocity attributes extracted at each of the well stages is 
evaluated based on the percent error in the RMS velocity fit determined during the fitting 
of travel time ellipses. Nearly all the CDPs where velocities extracted to stage locations 
exhibit errors below the 4% threshold discussed in Chapter 4.  The RMS Vfast errors at 
the stages of the three example wells are all below 3% and are below 1% at most 
stages (Figure 7.10).  A direct measure of the error in the interval Vfast is not available. 
 
 
Figure 7.10: Confidence in Vfast velocity can be related to the error in the RMS Vfast 
provided by the processor.  The percent error is below 3 percent at the stages used in 
the examples in (a) Figure 7.4 (b) Figure 7.10, and (c) Figure 7.6. 
 
The correlations between velocity anisotropy and fracture gradient can be 
examined across all of the correlated wells to understand how consistently these 
correlations occur (Figure 7.11 and Figure 7.12).  The combinations of correlations 
observed at each wellbore azimuth can also be observed.  Each column corresponds to 
an azimuthal velocity attribute.  Statistically significant moderate to strong correlations 
are denoted with a red value in the correlation matrix. Wells are grouped by the 
azimuths that were repeatedly tested by the operator. In addition to the correlations 
discussed, wells with relationships between fracture gradient and azimuthal velocity 
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attributes that deviate from the stated generalizations can be observed.  Correlated 
wells with lateral legs oriented roughly perpendicular to the maximum horizontal 
principal stress also show correlations between the fracture gradient and the Vslow, 
with the exception of well F, at which fracture gradients and velocity anisotropy 
magnitude are correlated (Figure 7.11).  However, at wells C and D, a correlation is 
observed between the fracture gradient and both Vslow and Vfast.  These correlations 
may result from a local rotation of the stress field.  At wells N and P, fracture gradient 
with both Vslow and/or Vfast occur despite a concurrent correlation between velocity 
anisotropy and fracture gradient.  At wells A, L, and O fracture gradients correlate solely 
with the difference between the wellbore azimuth and the regional horizontal stress.   
Several useful inferences can be made based on the correlations between 
azimuthal velocity attributes and fracture gradient: 
1. Local changes in the stress field can be predicted from velocity anisotropy 
attributes for about half of the wells in the study area. 
2. Changes in the magnitude of Vslow often record changes in the minimum 
principal horizontal stress.   
3. Changes in the magnitude of Vfast may similarly anticipate changes in the 
maximum principal horizontal stress. 
4. Well stages with negative changes in fracture gradient after hydraulic 
stimulation and stages with unusually high fracture gradients do not follow the 
trends between fracture gradient and azimuthal velocity attributes at each well. 
5. Vfast azimuth tracks local rotations of the maximum horizontal principal stress. 
 
With the caveat that these inferences are based on relationships that show good 
repeatability but not ubiquitous in the study area, azimuthal velocity attributes clearly 
can provide meaningful information about changes in the stress field.  Uncertainty in 
these inferences can be reduced by combining azimuthal velocity attributes with other 
seismic attributes which may reflect stress states, like curvature.  Knowledge about the 
stress field near a well site can in turn be used to anticipate areas where the 
characteristics of induced fractures may be influenced differently by stress along the 
wellbore and interpret localities where natural fractures are more likely to have formed. 










Figure 7.11: Correlations between azimuthal velocity attributes at wells with lateral legs 
oriented roughly perpendicular to the maximum horizontal principal stress.  Attributes 
(columns) with a moderate to strong correlation to the fracture gradient and a p-value 
less an 0.10 are denoted by a red element in the correlation matrix. Attributes that did 
not meet these criteria are denoted by light blue colored elements. The approximate 
azimuth of the maximum horizontal stress (SH) and minimum horizontal stress are 
marked on the polar diagram.  The grey cylinder depicts the orientation of the wellbore 
while the triangle extending from it represents a propagated mode one fracture.  Case 1 
indicates wells at which stages with negative changes in fracture gradient were deviated 
from the correlated trend.  Case 2 denotes wells where wells with unusually high initial 








Figure 7.12: Correlations between azimuthal velocity attributes at wells with lateral legs 
oriented along orientations repeatedly drilled by the operator.  Notations follow the 
conventions defined in Figure 7.11. 
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7.2.3 Amplitude Variation with Azimuth 
 
The analysis of azimuth-dependent changes in amplitude follows the workflow 
proscribed by Lynn et al. (2014).  Lynn et al. (2014) found that azimuthal amplitude 
response were a more effective indicator of fracture orientation than velocity anisotropy 
for the fractured carbonate in their study area.  The same principals were applied to test 
if that is also true for the Barnett Shale.  While there was insufficient evidence to 
conclude that azimuthal variations in amplitude do or do not directly detect fractures in 
the Barnett Shale, azimuthal amplitudes do track changes in azimuthal anisotropy.  
Furthermore, they appear to do so with higher spatial resolution, but also higher levels 
of noise, than azimuthal velocity attributes.   
Differences in the spatial resolution of anisotropy are illustrated by a 
microseismic survey (acquisition MS 2H from Table 1.2) in which distinct, orthogonal 
fracture trends were observed (Figure 7.13).  The interval Vfast direction around this 
survey is oriented NNE across the extent of the survey (Figure 7.14a).  In contrast, the 
microseismic trends exhibit multi-directional trends. Following the assumption of a 
Barnett exhibiting azimuthal anisotropy over an isotropic Ellenburger and the amplitude 
modelling from Chapter 5, the dim azimuth is interpreted as parallel to the stiff direction. 
Amplitude changes with azimuth pick up these trends more effectively (Figure 7.14b).  
This is most likely because of the higher lateral resolution available in the amplitudes, fit 
to 3x3 CDP super gathers, than in the velocities, which were fit every quarter mile and 
smoothed. Reliabilities for the azimuthal amplitude cosine fits at around MS 2H indicate 
good to excellent confidence in the resolved dim azimuth (Figure 7.15).   
Azimuthal amplitude attributes do not exhibit significant correlations with fracture 
gradients.  This lack of correlation could occur if azimuthal amplitudes track the 
orientations of natural fractures. However, since most fractures in the Barnett are 
expected to be cemented with calcite, a lack of correlation is more likely to be related to 
the relatively high risk of spurious least-squares cosine fits of azimuthal amplitudes.  
Comparison of azimuthal amplitudes with azimuthal velocities in the context of other 











Figure 7.13: A microseismic survey (MS 2H) recorded along seven stages at the toe of 















Figure 7.14: (a) Fast azimuth direction is uniform across the microseismic survey (MS 
2H).  (b) Dim azimuth highlights changes in the stiff azimuth with greater resolution. 
Velocity anisotropy attributes were extracted from the center of the Barnett interval.  
Azimuthal variation with amplitude attributes were calculated from incident angles 2 – 
















Figure 7.15: Reliability values for azimuthal amplitude fits at MS 2H are all over 3.5, 
suggest good to excellent confidence in fit azimuths.  The black lines are 5 ms contours 







7.3 Curvature and the Stress Field 
Curvature as a seismic attribute is calculated as the rate of change of the 
direction of a curve and approximates the inverse of the radius of curvature.  The more 
bent a horizon is, the higher the magnitude of curvature will be. Positive values of 
curvature map convex features, like ridges and the top edges of footwall blocks along 
faults. Negative values correspond to concave areas, like depressions caused by karst 
collapse or the edge of hanging wall fault blocks.  A linear surface will have a curvature 
value of zero (Roberts, 2001).  Curvature has been used extensively to understand the 
structural features in the Barnett Shale (Gale et al., 2007).  Simon (2005) and 
Thompson (2010) observed that ridges observed in most positive curvature attributes 
often resulted in the containment of microseismic events within areas of low curvature.   
Curvature was calculated in Transform 4.1.  Transform estimates the local dip 
followed by a suite of curvature attributes. The manual indicates that dip is used to 
augment curvature calculation but does not specify which curvature attributes are dip 
consistent. The calculation includes one user specified parameter, the spatial scale 
length, which specifies the standard deviation in traces of the symmetrical Gaussian 
averaging window used to calculate curvature.  The minimum spatial scale length, 1, 
was used to encourage detection of smaller scale features.  For a spatial scale length of 
1, 216 traces are averaged around each central trace.  Maximum, minimum, most 
positive, most negative, and total curvature were examined.  Azimuthal attributes and 
microseismic trends show conformance to trends in most positive and most negative 
curvature.  Most positive and most negative curvature yield very similar images on 
extracted horizons.  Most positive curvature is used in the examination in Section 7.5. 
The curvature of a formation can be related to fibre stress, the local stress 
changes induced by the flexure of a formation (Price & Cosgrove, 1990). The bending of 
an interval will result in a zone of extension and a zone of compression separated by a 
neutral surface (Figure 7.16a).  At the neutral surface, the effect of curvature on the 
local stress field is zero. The fibre stresses induced by curvature can be related to the 
height (h), maximum curvature (K), and the average Young’s modulus (E) of an interval 




Fibre Stress =  hKE
2
         Equation 7.1 
 
Above the neutral surface the fibre stress will be negative, or extensional.  Below the 
neutral surface, fibre stress is positive (compressional).  If the flexure induced stress is 
sufficiently strong, complex fracturing will occur along the areas of natural flexure in 
both concave and convex areas (Figure 7.16b). Extensional fractures will occur along 
ridges above the neutral surface and within depressions below the neutral surface.  
 
 
Figure 7.16: (a) The bending of an interval will result in a zone of extension and a zone 
of compression separated by a neutral surface.  At the neutral surface, the effect of 
curvature on the local stress field is zero.  Above the neutral surface the fibre stress will 
be negative, or extensional.  Below the neutral surface, fibre stress is positive 
(compressional). (b) If the flexure induced stress is sufficiently strong, complex 
fracturing will occur along the areas of natural flexure in both concave and convex areas. 
Extensional fractures will occur along ridges above the neutral surface and within 
depressions below the neutral surface. The images are adapted from Price and 
Cosgrove (1990). 
 
 Predicting the areas that are most likely to be fractured or have a stress 
state conducive to fracturing from a horizon extraction can be difficult because it may 
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not be clear where the horizon is relative to the neutral surface.  Curvature can be 
combined with azimuthal velocities and amplitudes to assist in resolving this ambiguity. 
 
7.4 Combining Attributes for the Indirect Detection of Natural Fractures 
Combining information from multiple attributes reduces interpretive ambiguity.  
Inferred relationships between azimuthal attributes and physical factors (Table 7.1) can 
be interpreted in the context of curvature attributes and their connection to fibre stress. 
Together these attributes provide insight into the nature of local geological structures, 
the differing abilities of azimuthal velocities and azimuthal amplitudes to resolve spatial 
changes in azimuthal anisotropy, and possible indirect indications of natural fractures. 
 
7.4.1  Geological Structure 
An understanding of the geologic structures causing local changes in the stress 
field provides a framework for interpreting azimuthal attributes and the operational 
implications they might have.  To avoid contacting conduits that would result in the loss 
of drilling fluid or stimulation treatment fluid, wells are not drilled across large faults or 
karst features.  The smaller scale structural features away from large faults and karsts 
are therefore of particular operation interest.  An examination of incoherence in Section 
7.1 suggests that smaller scale discontinuities occur throughout the study area. 
Conformance between azimuthal velocities and the structural attributes incoherence 
and most positive curvature support the occurrence of smaller scale polyhedral fault 
blocks.  The Vfast magnitude, Vslow magnitude, velocity anisotropy, and fast azimuth 
direction more often than not change across the incoherence discontinuities (Figure 
7.17).  These discontinuities may reflect fractured zones or small faults with minimal 
offset at the boundaries of un-faulted blocks.  Most positive curvature features across 
the study area are generally not symmetrical in shape or intensity, except at karst 
collapses.  Azimuthal velocities also tend to change direction and magnitude in 
conformance with most positive curvature, changing as fast azimuth vectors move from 
areas with different signed most positive curvature.  Conformance is most distinct where 
curvature is most intense.  Variations in the shape and intensity of curvature features 




Table 7.1: Inferred relationships between azimuthal attributes and physical factors 
causing azimuthal anisotropy.  Red entrees indicate inferences that correlations with 
fracture gradients support. Other relationships are feasible interpretations for variations 
in each attribute.  SH denotes the maximum principle horizontal stress; Sh refers tot eh 













Figure 7.17: Changes in the Vslow magnitude, anisotropy magnitude, and fast azimuth 
often conform to discontinuities from the incoherency volume.  Contours are every 5 ms 
and follow the structure at the base of the Barnett and suggest that significant offset 
does not occur at most of the discontinuities observed.  Variations in azimuthal velocity 










Figure 7.18: Most positive curvature features across the study area are generally not 
symmetrical in shape or intensity, except at karst collapses.  Azimuthal velocities also 
tend to change direction and magnitude in conformance with most positive curvature, 
changing as fast azimuth vectors move from areas with different signed most positive 
curvature.  Conformance is most distinct where curvature is most intense.  Variations in 
the shape and intensity of curvature features suggest that they follow blocks that exhibit 
some degree of vertical rotation.  Azimuthal velocity trends further indicate that these 
features correspond to changes in the stress field.  Due to the gradual nature of 
changes in velocity magnitudes into negative and positive curvature features, these 
features could also represent stress caused by ductile deformation of the Barnett over 
faulted Ellenburger blocks.  Contours are every 5 ms and follow the structure at the 
base of the Barnett and suggest that significant offset does not occur at most of the 
discontinuities observed.   
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Based on these observations from multiple attributes, the deformation model 
therefore presents a feasible interpretation of the curvature and azimuthal velocity 
features observed in the data.  Due to the gradual nature of changes in velocity 
magnitudes into negative and positive curvature features, these features could also 
represent stress caused by ductile deformation of the Barnett over faulted Ellenburger 
blocks. Unfortunately, the data provided do not provide a means to collaborate this 
interpretation from the seismic data with well data.  Faults are only reported on drilling 
reports when significant offset renders them interpretable from Gamma ray logs and 
image logs were not provided.  Still, this interpretation provides a viable model that 
assists inferences about natural fractures and the stress field. 
 
7.4.2 Azimuth Differences between Azimuthal Amplitudes and Velocities 
Examination of azimuthal amplitude data co-rendered with curvature and 
azimuthal velocity information reveals trends that suggest azimuthal amplitudes 
effectively track azimuthal anisotropy.  Dim azimuth direction often follows the positive 
features in curvature and the magnitude of the bright amplitude minus the dim amplitude 
divided by the bright azimuth generally has a higher magnitude where positive curvature 
features are more intense. Dim azimuth often has the same orientation as the Vfast 
direction but also varies over shorter distances in response to smaller scale changes in 
curvature.  Given this response to smaller scale curvature features, differences between 
dim and fast azimuth are likely caused by differences in spatial resolution (Figure 7.19).  
The higher spatial resolution of azimuthal amplitudes may result from fitting the 
amplitudes every 5 CDPs compared to the smooth result obtained from picking 
velocities over a quarter mile grid.  The amplitudes also exhibit greater sensitivity to 
azimuthal anisotropy, producing differences between bright and dim that are generally 









Figure 7.19: Dim azimuth direction often follows the positive features in curvature and 
the magnitude of the bright amplitude minus the dim amplitude divided by the bright 
azimuth generally has a higher magnitude where positive curvature features are more 
intense. Dim azimuth often has the same orientation as the Vfast direction but also 
rotate over shorter distances in response to smaller scale changes in curvature.  Given 
this response to smaller scale curvature features, differences between dim and fast 
azimuth are likely caused by differences in spatial resolution. In acquisition, receiver 
lines were oriented north-south and source lines east-west.  Dim azimuth vectors 
oriented along these directions are likely the result of acquisition footprint. Contour lines 
from base of Barnett structure occur every 5 ms.   
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7.4.3 Indirect Detection of Natural Fractures 
As discussed in Section 7.3, fibre stress may influence stress state in areas 
where the curvature-induced stress is significant relative to regional stresses. In such a 
situation, the effect of curvature on stress can be interpreted if the vertical location of 
the extracted horizon relative to the neutral surface is known.  Comparison of curvature 
and velocity data in the study area suggests that if a curved region is sufficiently large 
relative to the spatial resolution of the azimuthal velocities, the horizon’s location relative 
to the neutral surface can be determined.  The location of the horizon can be 
determined by co-rendering curvature and velocities. For example, if the horizon is 
below the neutral surface, stresses are expected to decrease towards the center of the 
negative curvature feature and increase along positive curvature features.  The change 
in stress field along such a feature can be inferred using the spatial gradient of the fast 
and slow velocities.  The gradients of both the fast and slow velocity conform to 
curvature features, decreasing into the bowl shaped feature and increasing into an area 
dominated by positive curvature (Figure 7.20).   
 
 
Figure 7.20: Comparison of curvature and velocity data in the study area suggests that 
if a curved region is sufficiently large relative to the spatial resolution of the azimuthal 
velocities, the horizon’s location relative to the neutral surface can be determined.  Here, 
the horizon is below the neutral surface. Velocity gradients indicate that stresses 
decrease towards the center of the negative curvature feature (green circle) and 
increase along positive curvature features (red circle).   
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 Determining the location of the horizon relative to the neutral surface is useful 
because it identifies areas where stress conditions are favorable for fracturing.  At the 
MS 2H microseismic survey, the dim azimuth direction and microseismic event trends 
follow positive curvature features. In areas of negative curvature, microseismic events 
(magenta and orange stages) remain concentrated in the depressed region and 
contained between positive curvature ridges (Figure 7.21a). Examining the spatial 
gradients of the fast and slow velocities, both velocities decrease where positive 
curvature features are concentrated (Figure 7.21b).  This suggests that the stimulated 
interval is above the neutral surface at this location so that extensional fractures are 
expected (Figure 7.16).  The concomitant occurrence of azimuthal amplitude oriented 
along curvature features with large difference between bright and dim azimuths may 
have detected stress changes below the spatial resolution of the azimuthal velocities.   
At the microseismic survey MS 5H, the presence of a fault or conductive 
fractures is suggested by the propagation of microseismic events into the Ellenburger 
(Figure 7.22).  Red events were recorded penetrating the Ellenburger by a tool string 
deployed within the Marble Falls, Barnett, and Ellenburger intervals in a nearby vertical 
monitor well.  As at MS 2H, microseismic events exhibit a tendency to remain confined 
between positive curvature ridges.  Microseismic events propagate into the Ellenburger 
(red events) in an area where velocity anisotropy increases along an east-west trend 
along which the fast velocity decreases more quickly than the slow velocity.  This trend, 
highlighted by higher magnitudes (wider arrows) in the Vfast gradient, follows a 
northeast trending positive curvature feature.  The more rapid decrease in Vfast along 
this trend may reflect the occurrence of fractures or curvature induced stress changes 
occurring along multiple azimuths.  Microseismic trends support this inference by 
propagating southwest, then southeast (red events).  The probability of multi-azimuth 
influences on azimuthal anisotropy can be evaluated by examining conflicting directions 
and magnitudes in the spatial variability of Vfast and Vslow and their relationship to 
curvature. The propagation of microseismic events in the brine saturated Ellenburger 
also highlights that fractures are not always beneficial and may connect stimulations 








Figure 7.21: At the MS 2H microseismic survey, the dim azimuth direction and 
microseismic event trends follow positive curvature features. (a) In areas of negative 
curvature, microseismic events (magenta and orange stages) remain concentrated in 
the depressed region and contained between positive curvature ridges. (b) Examining 
the spatial gradients of the fast and slow velocities, both velocities decrease where 
positive curvature features are concentrated.  This suggests that the stimulated interval 
is above the neutral surface at this location so that extensional fractures are expected 
(Figure 7.16).  Microseismic trends with distinct orientations at MS 2H may then be the 
result of either the re-opening of existing extensional fractures or the orientation of 










Figure 7.22: As at MS 2H, microseismic events exhibit a tendency to remain confined 
between positive curvature ridges.  Microseismic events propagate into the Ellenburger 
(red events) in an area where velocity anisotropy increases along an east-west trend 
along which the fast velocity decreases more quickly than the slow velocity.  This trend, 
highlighted by higher magnitudes (wider arrows) in the Vfast gradient, follows a 
northeast trending positive curvature feature.  The more rapid decrease in Vfast along 
this trend may reflect the occurrence of fractures or curvature induced stress changes  
occurring along multiple azimuths.  Microseismic trends support this inference by 











Figure 7.23: The propagation of microseismic events in the brine saturated Ellenburger 
also highlights that fractures are not always beneficial and may connect stimulations 
with hazards.  A 3-dimensional perspective reveals that microseismic events, once in 










Correlations between velocity anisotropy attributes and the fracture gradient 
confirm that azimuthal velocities track changes in the stress field.  Comparison of 
azimuthal amplitudes to azimuthal velocities and curvature suggest that azimuthal 
amplitudes record changes in azimuthal anisotropy at a higher spatial frequency than 
velocity attributes.  Relationships between incoherence, curvature, and azimuthal 
velocities suggest that deformation in the study area may be controlled by 
compressional and rotational stresses acting on blocks within the study area, with 
additional lateral variance due to karst sinkholes in the Ellenburger.  Combining 
relationships between stress and azimuthal velocities with information from curvature 
and azimuthal amplitudes facilitates the identification of areas where conditions are 

























CHAPTER 8  
MULTIVARIATE ASSESSMENT OF PRODUCTIVITY 
 
In addition to providing information about the stress field and the likelihood of 
natural fractures, seismic attributes reveal significant heterogeneities in composition and 
pore pressure. Seismic attributes can be correlated with production and transforms 
constructed to attempt to construct multiple attribute model assessing productivity in the 
study area.  Analysis of production data to isolate production variability due to changing 
engineering practices is essential to this identifying these correlations. 
 
8.1 Identification and Significance of Compositional Heterogeneities 
Lateral and vertical variations in the physical properties of the Barnett Shale 
impact hydraulic stimulation.  Variability in silica and clay content mean that the intrinsic 
ability of the rock to fracture in a complex manner will not be consistent throughout the 
basin.  Clay will tend to resist brittle deformation while silica will make the rock more 
conducive to shear failure (Goodway et al., 2010).  Organic carbon contributes 
significantly to the volumes of gas in place in the Barnett Shale (Jarvie, 2012), but also 
tends to resist brittle deformation more than minerals like silica. Petrophysical logs 
indicate that the mineral constituents of the Lower Barnett vary significantly between 
wells.  Quartz weight proportions vary between 0.25 and 0.6, clay weight percentages 
between 0.15 and 0.5, and weight percent TOC between 0.025 and 0.06.  Acoustic and 
elastic Impedance inversion results show that the aggregate effects of the mineral and 
fluid constituents of the Barnett influence the bulk elastic properties of the formation at 
the seismic scale.  
 Goodway et al. (2010) recommended the use of the product of the Lame’s 
constant and density, LambdaRho, and the product of the rigidity modulus and density, 
MuRho, for the evaluation of mineralogical variations in gas shales.  The calculation of 
these parameters is detailed in section 3.1.2.  MuRho serves a proxy for the rigidity 
modulus itself, representing rock’s resistance to shear failure.  Although Lame’s 
constant lacks clear physical meaning, Goodway et al. (2010) notes that LambdaRho 
effectively separates calcareous shales from ductile shales and recommends 
conceptualizing it as similar to incompressibility.  They also noted that the Barnett Shale 
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tended to produce significantly more gas at lower LambdaRho values.  The key factors 
cited as controls on LambdaRho and MuRho by Goodway et al. (2010) are summarized 
in Figure 8.1.   
 
 
Figure 8.1: Goodway et al. (2010) recommend conceptualizing MuRho as a material’s 
resistance to shear failure and LambdaRho as a materials resistance to dilation.  
MuRho is reduced by an increase in porosity or the occurrence of fractures that do not 
result in significant cementation of matrix porosity.  LambdaRho decreases as pore 
pressure increases and with quartz enrichment.  Carbonate enrichment increases 
LambdaRho and quartz enrichment increases the formation’s resistance to shear failure.  
The fracture schematics were taken from Goodway et al. (2010).  Core and outcrop 
images of the Barnett are from Loucks & Ruppel (2007).  
 
These factors explain observed qualitative correlations between the two 
parameters and microseismic trends (Figure 8.2).  In Figure 8.2, a reduction in MuRho 
(left panel) corresponds to a more disperse microseismic event pattern.  The lower 
MuRho values could be caused by fracturing or over-pressuring.  The same wellbore 
exhibits a rapid change in velocity magnitudes in the same area.  Fractures lower S-
wave velocity and therefore lower the rigidity of the formation.  Similarly, microseismic 
events propagate into lineations with lower LambdaRho values (right panel).  These 
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lineations may represent trends where the rock’s resistance to dilation is lower, allowing 
treatment fluids to propagate through dilation and induce recordable shear failures 
further away from the wellbore. 
 
 
Figure 8.2: Microseismic trends respond to changes in MuRho and LambdaRho. A 
reduction in MuRho (left panel) corresponds to a more disperse microseismic event 
pattern.  The lower MuRho is likely caused by fracturing.  The same wellbore exhibits a 
rapid change in velocity magnitudes in the same area.  Fractures lower s-wave velocity 
and therefore lower the rigidity of the formation.  Similarly, microseismic events 
propagate into lineations with lower LambdaRho values (right panel).  These lineations 
may represent trends where the rock’s resistance to dilation is lower, allowing treatment 
fluids to propagate through dilation and induce recordable shear failures further away 
from the wellbore. 
 
 Trends in MuRho and LambdaRho are often linear features in the study area.  
For example, at the well from Figure 7.4, where cementation of matrix porosity due to 
calcite precipitation in fractured Barnett is proposed as the cause of higher fracture 
gradients relative to uncemented matrix, high LambdaRho areas occurs in a pattern that 
resembles that of polyhedral fault blocks.  These trends show limited conformance to 
incoherence and curvature trends.  For example, high LambdaRho values at the north 
end of the well follow the trend of a positive curvature feature and two areas of high 
LambdaRho correspond to negative curvature features in the southwest corner of the 
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displayed area (Figure 8.3).  The linear nature of these trends suggests that they are 
related to diagenesis around fractures or small faults.  Areas where curvature and 
azimuthal attributes suggest fractures are likely (note that negative changes in fracture 
gradients occur at curvature ridges) and LambdaRho values remain low may result in 
an alignment of compositional and pore fluid conditions with favorable stress conditions 
for hydraulic stimulation.  
 
 
Figure 8.3: High LambdaRho areas occur in lineation patterns.  These trends show 
limited conformance to curvature trend.  High LambdaRho values at the north end of the 
well follow the trend of a positive curvature feature and two areas of high LambdaRho 
correspond to negative curvature features at in the southwest corner of the displayed 
area. 
 
 The inferred relationships between attributes like LambdaRho and MuRho and 
physical conditions favorable for production are examined by statistically comparing 
each attribute to production.  Because multiple attributes have relationships with 
geological factors that may influence production, a statistical combination of attributes is 
also tested as a means of assessing productivity across the study area. 
 
8.2 Data Conditioning 
Since no data were available to evaluate the performance of individual well 
stages, the EUR and IP of each well was replicated at each stage.  An alternative option 
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is to the take the average of each attribute along each wellbore and compare it to each 
well’s production.  Because the transforms are constructed in a manner that smooths 
the data by averaging over windows (as per the ACE method described in Chapter 6), 
inputting the data into Transform in this way produces models with extremely low spatial 
resolution that appear over-fit and have no discernable correspondence to geological 
expectations of features. The result of comparing well production data to seismic 
attributes on a per-stage is that each well has a constant EUR or IP but a range of 
values for each seismic attribute.  Correlations between the median seismic attribute 
value and the production variable are displayed, with the standard deviation in the 
attribute plotted with bars (Figure 8.5 – 8.10).   
Initial statistical comparison of seismic attributes to production data revealed only 
one correlation, between gas EUR and reflection amplitude.  The lack of correlation was 
attributed to the variability in stimulation design.  Wells were clustered into three classes 
according to five stimulation design parameters.  Clustering was achieved by calculating 
the standardized Euclidean distances between wells in a space defined by the five 
stimulation design parameters and linking them according to a similarity based criteria. 
The stimulation design parameters and the clustering implementation are proprietary to 
EOG Resources.   
The clustering processes results in three classes (Figure 8.4). The cophenetic 
correlation coefficient, which measures the degree to which a hierarchical classification 
captures the dissimilarities within the data (Sokal & Rohlf, 1962), is 0.81 for this 
classification scheme.  More importantly, an analysis of the variance (ANOVA) of EUR 
values within the three classes reveals that the classes have distinctly different 
distributions of production outcomes.  Therefore, the classification fulfills its objective, 
which is to isolate some of the variability in production attributable to changes in 
completion parameters. The f-statistic testing the assumption that the medians of the 
three groups yields a value of 16.9 for which the p-value is on the order of 10-6, 
confirming that the separation between classes is statistically significant.  Classes one 
and three contain twelve and five wells, respectively.  The remaining  thirty wells in 
class two represent a sample of sufficient size to correlate attribute and production data 
with a low risk of spurious correlation following Kalkomey’s (1997) guidelines (Chapter 
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6).  Restricting the production data to wells from class 2 significantly improves the 
correlations between several seismic attributes and production data.  These 
improvements are illustrated both by improvements in correlation coefficients and 
through visual examination of cross plots (Figures 8.5 – 8.10).  
 
 
Figure 8.4: Wells are sorted into three classes based on the similarity of their 
completions.  Each notch box plot shows the distribution of gas EUR values within each 
class. The red line is median.  The notch parameterizes the uncertainty in the median.  
The notch represents the range of possible median values that fall within a 95% 
confidence interval.  The median values of the three classes can be considered distinct 
with 95% confidence.  The flat black and blue lines are interquartile ranges.  Red 
crosses fall outside the second interquartile range. The f-statistic testing the assumption 
that the medians of the three groups yields a value of 16.9 for which the p-value is on 
the order of 10-6, confirming that the separation between classes is statistically 
significant.   
 
Analysis of the sensitivity of the correlation between each attribute and the 
production data also demonstrates that the observed increases in correlation coefficient 
are significantly larger than would occur by simply reducing the number of samples from 
50 (wells overlapping the mapped target horizon) to 28 (wells in class 2).  For wells with 
reported gas IPs, 35 wells are available in the full sample and 26 in class 2. The 
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sensitivity of the correlation coefficient to the number of samples is calculated by 
randomly removing a number of wells from the full set of 50 wells.  For each number of 
wells removed, a different set of wells is selected at random ten-thousand times and the 
average correlation coefficient for that set of ten-thousand realizations is calculated.  
The average correlation coefficient for each number of wells removed is plotted and a 
curve fit to those points.  The resulting fit is used to calculate the expected increase in 
correlation coefficient for removing twenty two wells (Figure 8.11).  The resulting 
sensitivities are recorded in the last column of Table 8.1. The sensitivity is calculated 
rather than solving the equation for the correlation coefficient for a change in sample 
size because changing the sample size also influences the variability of both the 
dependent and independent variables. 
Seismic attributes with correlations to EUR or IP higher than 0.30 are reported in 
Table 8.1.  Each cross plot is then shown in Figure 8.5 – 8.10.  Correlations and cross 
plots support several of the relationships inferred between seismic attributes and factors 
that may influence production.  Statistically significant relationships between seismic 
attributes and gas EUR generally exhibit a great deal of dispersion about the their trend 
while relationships between seismic attributes and gas IP are more distinct.  
 
Table 8.1: Seismic attributes with a Pearson’s rho of greater than 0.3 when correlated 
with gas EUR and gas IP. Correlations exhibit significant increases when the wells from 
completions class 2 are considered.  Increases are greater than expected from the 











MuRho -0.28 -0.46 0.18 0.002
LambdaRho -0.11 -0.22 0.11 0.028
Gamma Ray 0.11 0.42 0.31 0.029










Closure Stress -0.51 -0.53 0.02 0.003
MuRho -0.18 -0.47 0.29 0.002











Figure 8.5: The Gamma ray prediction from Chapter 6 and the normalized gas EUR are 
cross plotted. Since seismic attributes are extracted along the horizontal leg of the 
wellbore, a range of attribute values is obtained for each EUR.  The circles represent 
the mean values for the attribute at each EUR.  The bars show one standard deviation 
about the mean. Red data points show the entire population of wells.  Green circles 
highlight those wells that fall within completion class 2.  CC is the Pearson’s rho 
coefficient for the relationship between closure stress prediction and gas EUR.  A 




Figure 8.6: The MuRho and the normalized gas EUR are cross plotted.  Plotting and 
labelling conventions are the same as used in Figure 8.5. A statistically significant 





Figure 8.7: Vslow and the normalized gas EUR are cross plotted. Plotting and labelling 
conventions are the same as in Figure 8.5. A statistically significant correlation is 




Figure 8.8: The Closure Stress prediction from Chapter 6 and the normalized gas IP 
are cross plotted. Plotting and labelling conventions are the same as used in Figure 8.5. 
A statistically significant correlation is observed and a distinct trend with moderate 




Figure 8.9: The MuRho and the normalized gas IP are cross plotted. Plotting and 
labelling conventions are the same as used in Figure 8.5.  A statistically significant 












Figure 8.10:  LambdaRho and the normalized gas IP are cross plotted. Plotting and 
labelling conventions are the same as used in Figure 8.5.  A statistically significant 














Figure 8.11: The sensitivity of the correlation coefficient to a reduction in sample size 
for the dataset comparing Gamma ray prediction (GR) and Gas EUR. The sensitivity of 
the correlation coefficient to the number of samples is calculated by randomly removing 
a number of wells from the full set of 50 wells.  For each number of wells removed, a 
different set of wells is selected at random ten-thousand times and the average 
correlation coefficient for that set of ten-thousand realizations is calculated (blue dots).  
The average correlation coefficient for each number of wells removed is plotted and a 
curve fit to those points (red curve).  The resulting fit is used to calculate the expected 
increase in correlation coefficient for removing twenty two wells (intersection of the 
black line and red curve).  The procedure is repeated for each seismic attribute and 






8.3 Multiple Attribute Assessment of Productivity 
The use of a multi-attribute statistical model to assess productivity is based on 
the following assumptions: (1) Each attribute contains non-unique, incomplete 
information about geological variables. (2) Transforms can be formulated to model 
those relationships. (3) Multiple transforms can be combined to yield a more complete 
representation of the geological variable.  
Attributes are selected for use in the model if they exhibit a statistically significant 
correlation to EUR or IP and a reasonable physical relationship between that attribute 
and a geological factor likely to influence production can be inferred.  A transform 
function is created for each of the selected attributes by the MVStats module in 
Transform software application.  The construction and combination of transforms is 
performed using the same workflow as described in Chapter 6 for the seismic prediction 
of well log properties. When the attribute and the response variable (the variable being 
modelled) exhibit distinctly positive covariance in a range, a positive value occurs in the 
transform.  When the covariance between the two is negative, the transform value is 
negative.  For portions of the relationship in which no distinct trend is present, the 
transform is zero.  The magnitude of the transform value is proportionate the correlation 
coefficient between the attribute and the response variable (Figure 8.12).  Multiple 
transformations are then summed to create a model as  described in Chapter 6. 
 
 
Figure 8.12: (a) The average value of an attribute is compared to the well’s production 
to identify correlations.  (b) A transform function reflecting that correlation.  The 
magnitude of the transform value is proportionate to the correlation coefficient between 
the attribute and the response variable. 
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 Unfortunately, despite testing a large number of combinations of attributes, a 
reliable model predicting either EUR or IP was not obtained.  The correlations achieved 
between the models tested and the production variable were not greater than that of the 
correlation between single seismic attributes and the response variable.  In addition, 
resampling based tests (k-fold cross validation tests), in which multiple realizations of 
the model are calculated utilizing different random set subsets of the well data and 
compared to each other, showed that the models yielded unacceptably high levels of 
cross-validation error.  
 The root cause of the failure to produce a reasonable model is likely the poor 
separation of production values across the range of values extracted for each seismic 
attribute.  Poor separation between seismic attributes and production is observed in 
most of the attribute versus production cross plots (Figures 8.5 – 8.10).  A viable model 
would require that production outcomes are distinctly separated from each other in 
space defined by all of the attributes input into the model.  Without this separation, a 
statistical assessment of productivity was not viable.   
 Several characteristics of the data that could be altered in future studies may 
have contributed to this problem.  The first is the challenge of comparing production 
across lateral legs thousands of feet in length.  Examination of azimuthal attributes and 
LambdaRho-MuRho data clearly demonstrate that seismically observable physical 
changes in the Barnett occur across the length of a wellbore.  Without a means of 
determining how much of a wells production is attributable to each well stage, this 
information is lost.  Second, ANOVA clearly demonstrated that production is strongly 
dependent on the way wells are completed.  Although some of the variability was 
captured by clustering the wells, there is no way to be certain that additional 
dependence on engineering factors is not confounding the relationships between 
seismic attributes and production.  Third, the number of wells input into the statistical 
analysis may not have provided an adequate sampling of the variability in seismic 
attributes to establish sufficiently distinct relationships between seismic attributes and 
production.  It is conceivable that a larger sample of data would produce a better result. 
The cross plots from Figure 8.5 – 810 also suggest IP may be a more effective proxy for 




Statistical analysis of the correlations between seismic attributes and production 
confirmed that several of the inferred connections between attributes and conditions 
favorable for higher production outcomes.  Statistically significant relationships with 
clearly observable trends between the seismic attribute and gas IP were observed for 
closure stress, MuRho, and LambdaRho.  Statistically significant correlations between 
gas EUR and the seismic attributes Vslow, MuRho, LambdaRho, and Gamma ray 
support relationships between these attributes and gas EUR but the relationships 
observable in cross-plots suggest weak covariance. 
An inability to constrain production at each stage of the producing wells, the low 
spatial resolution of azimuthal velocity attributes relative to stage spacing, and the 
operator’s heavy experimentation with stimulation designs in the study area made the 
successful construction of a multi-attribute model predicting production outcome 
intractable.  However, increases in the number of seismic attributes exhibiting significant 
correlations to gas EUR and IP suggest that accounting for the variability in production 
caused by changing completion designs is essential to establishing significant 
correlations between seismic attributes and production.  If this method is attempted in 
other study areas, an approach limiting this variability is recommended over one that 















CHAPTER 9  
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
The objective of this investigation was to evaluate the utility of seismic attributes 
in detecting geologic heterogeneities likely to influence the occurrence of sweet spots in 
the Barnett Shale gas reservoir within the study area.  Emphasis was placed on the 
detection of changing stress conditions and natural fractures.  Azimuthal velocity 
analysis was found to be an effective tool for the detection of changing stress fields.  
The analysis of azimuthal amplitude data suggests that it can be used to map changes 
in azimuthal anisotropy with higher spatial resolution than azimuthal velocities.  Based 
on the examination of incoherence, curvature, and azimuthal velocity attribute, the 
structural control on local stress variations and fracture trends is interpreted to be the 
occurrence of polygonal fault systems associated with early compaction and dewatering 
and transpression induced polyhedral faults. The same combination of attributes can be 
leveraged to improve the indirect detection of natural fractures. Multiple attribute 
statistical analysis confirmed relationships between several attributes and productivity 
and highlighted the importance of accounting for production variability due to changing 
completion practices, but the construction of a multivariate statistical model assessing 
productivity in the study area was deemed intractable.  Recommendations are made to 
extract further information of operation value from the seismic data in the future. 
 
9.1 Conclusions 
Azimuthal velocity analysis was found to be an effective tool for the detection of 
changing stress fields.  Correlations between velocity anisotropy attributes and the 
fracture gradient confirm that azimuthal velocities track changes in the stress field.  
Several useful inferences can be made based on the correlations between azimuthal 
velocity attributes and fracture gradient: (1) Local changes in the stress field can be 
predicted from velocity anisotropy attributes for about half of the wells in the study area.  
(2) Changes in the magnitude of Vslow often record changes in the minimum principal 
horizontal stress.  (3) Changes in the magnitude of Vfast may similarly anticipate 
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changes in the maximum principal horizontal stress.  (4) Well stages with negative 
changes in fracture gradient after hydraulic stimulation and stages with unusually high 
fracture gradients do not follow the trends between fracture gradient and azimuthal 
velocity attributes at each well. (5) Vfast azimuth tracks local rotations of the maximum 
horizontal principal stress.  
With the caveat that these inferences are based on relationships that show good 
repeatability but not ubiquitous in the study area, azimuthal velocity attributes clearly 
can provide meaningful information about changes in the stress field.  While there was 
insufficient evidence to conclude that azimuthal variations in amplitude do or do not 
directly detect fractures in the Barnett Shale, azimuthal amplitudes do track changes in 
azimuthal anisotropy.  Furthermore, they appear to do so with higher spatial resolution, 
but also higher levels of noise, than azimuthal velocity attributes.  Relationships 
between incoherence, curvature, and azimuthal velocities suggest that deformation in 
the study area may be controlled by compressional and rotational stresses acting on 
blocks.  Combining relationships between stress and azimuthal velocities with 
information from curvature and azimuthal amplitudes facilitates the identification of 
areas where conditions are more likely to be favorable for the occurrence of natural 
fractures and the propagation of induced factures.  
Statistical analysis of the correlations between seismic attributes and production 
confirmed that several of the inferred connections between attributes and conditions 
favorable for higher production outcomes.  Statistically significant relationships with 
clearly observable trends between the seismic attribute and gas IP were observed for 
closure stress, MuRho, and LambdaRho.  Statistically significant correlations between 
gas EUR and the seismic attributes Vslow, MuRho, LambdaRho, and Gamma ray 
support relationships between these attributes and gas EUR but the relationships 
observable in cross-plots suggest weak covariance. 
An inability to constrain production at each stage of the producing wells, the low 
resolution of azimuthal velocity attributes relative to stage spacing, and the operator’s 
extensive experimentation with stimulation designs in the study area made the 
successful construction of a multi-attribute model predicting production outcome 
intractable. However, increases in the number of seismic attributes exhibiting significant 
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correlations to gas EUR and IP suggest that accounting for the variability in production 
caused by changing completion designs is essential to establishing significant 
correlations between seismic attributes and production.  If this method is attempted in 
other study areas, an approach limiting this variability is recommended over one that 
seeks to simply maximize the number of data points. 
 
9.2 Operational Recommendations 
Information obtained from the analysis of azimuthal velocities, incoherence, and 
curvature should be used to assist in the selection of well locations and to provide 
geological inferences to engineers for stimulation design.  Azimuthal amplitudes should 
be analyzed and processed as recommended in the section 9.3 before being utilized 
operationally. 
The selection of well locations should focus on maximizing contact between the 
wellbore and portion of the reservoir where stress conditions are favorable for the 
creation of a complex fracture network treating the largest possible surface area of the 
reservoir.  Areas where Vslow and velocity anisotropy are both low will create favorable 
stress conditions for fracture stimulation.  A low Vslow indicates a reduced resistance to 
propagation of induced fractures while low velocity anisotropy indicates a lower 
differential stress, resulting in a wider induced fracture trend.  The lower differential 
stress may also be caused by the relief of azimuthal stress anisotropy by multi-azimuth 
fractures.  Local changes in Vfast azimuth should be examined to determine the 
orientation of the maximum horizontal principle stress, and, if possible, wellbores should 
be oriented orthogonal to the locally prevailing maximum horizontal stress direction.  
Stress conditions will be favorable for the stimulation of existing natural fractures which 
may be present when fault planes inferred from incoherence data are oriented 
perpendicular to the Vfast azimuth direction and located in an interval where changes in 
velocity magnitude and curvature conform to indicate the occurrence of extensional fibre 
stresses.  
Information useful for the refracturing of existing wells can also be obtained from 
these attributes. The location of well stages relative to regions of high velocity 
anisotropy or changing curvature can also be used to anticipate reservoir that may have 
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been bypassed during the original stimulation.   Microseismic event trends often 
concentrated in negative curvature features (depressions) with curvature ridges acting 
as barriers.  High velocity anisotropy is also likely to result in large differential stresses 
resulting in a narrow fracture trend.  Refracturing can exploit bypassed areas where 
changing curvature and higher differential stresses resulted in narrower stimulations 
than anticipated during the original stimulation. 
 
9.3 Recommended Future Analysis 
Reprocessing of the seismic data is recommended to extract additional 
information from azimuthal amplitude data.  The limiting factor in the analysis of 
amplitude variation with azimuth is the signal to noise ratio (SNR).  Low SNR impaired 
analysis of azimuthal variations in amplitude at the reflector at the top of the Barnett and 
necessitated the widening of the incidence angle window used to fit amplitude variations 
to cosine functions.  Reprocessing utilizing the pre-stack time migration of offset vector 
tiles (OVTs) and 5-D interpolation is recommended (Figure 9.1). Offset vector tiling 
allows consistent offset and source-receiver azimuths to be maintained in the OVT 
gathers resulting in significant improvements in amplitude regularization and 
interpolation (Gray et al., 2009).  The source and receiver line spacing utilized in the 
Barnett Merge 1 survey from the study area are sufficiently sampled for OVT PSTM and 
subsequent AVAZ analysis following the modelling based recommendations of Downton 
(2010).  However, due to the large number of sizable skips in the acquired data, 5-D 
interpolation is recommended to ensure uniform sampling in OVT gathers.  Improved 
imaging achieved through 5D interpolation and OVT migration will also improve the 
quality of the image and may assist in the detection of potential hazards like faults and 
smaller karst features (Trad, 2008).    
Azimuthal amplitudes clearly reflect changes in azimuthal anisotropy but 
insufficient data was available to determine the geological causes of changes in the 
orientations and magnitudes of amplitude variations with azimuth.  Lynn (2014) was 
able to correlate compressional wave azimuthal amplitude data to open fractures in a 
carbonate reservoir using image logs acquired along horizontal wellbores.  The 
acquisition of image logs along the lateral legs of wells in the study area or in future 
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wells would be help determine if compressional wave azimuthal amplitudes are capable 
of detecting fractures in the Barnett Shale.  Image logs and sonic scanner logs acquired 
along horizontal wellbores would also help to determine the effect that healed or 
cemented fractures may or may not have on azimuthal amplitudes.  If compressional 
azimuthal amplitudes are found to be incapable of or unreliable for detecting fractures in 
the Barnett Shale, the feasibility of surface shear wave detection of fractures should be 
evaluated.   
 
 
Figure 9.1: Workflows tested by (Gray & Wang, 2009) in an investigation seeking to 
determine the optimal workflow for AVAz analysis.  The workflow highlighted by the red 
box is recommended for reprocessing of the Barnett Merge 1 data. 
 
Several considerations can be made to improve the likelihood that a multiple 
attribute assessment of productivity can be obtained in future studies.  Drilling and 
completions operations in the study area involved frequent experimentation with 
important factors ranging from well azimuth and spacing to the volumes of fluid and 
proppant involved in hydraulic stimulation.  Production variability due to these variables 
was controlled to some extent through hierarchal clustering and ANOVA, but changing 
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engineering parameters may still have had a confounding effect on the multiple attribute 
analysis.  A multiple attribute statistical approach is more likely to work in study areas 
that have passed a level of development maturity where completions are still in a phase 
of rapid experimentation.  Disparities between the scale of the seismic and well stages 
can be ameliorated somewhat if production logging capable of effective discrimination 
between produced fluids is employed.  Future attempts to assess productivity utilizing 
multiple attribute statistical analysis are recommended in fields where completion 
practices are more uniform and production logging of a few strategically distributed 
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